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Ih H ".e -ema'ge
FoIl' many years, there has been an
understanding among gear producers; i1you
want the best eNC hobbing machines, you
call American Pfauter;. for the best larg,e 'gear
,cuttingl machines, generating gninders and
measuring machines, you go to Maag'; for the
finest CI9Nform grinders, it's Kapp: when il
comes to shapers, you must have Lorenz,
The centur,ies of craftsmanship that
developed these fine machines are
und'eniable. The modern. computerized
technology tlhat keeps them on the leadlng
edge of major industry is dynamic. But there
has been a If'8Volutionary change in the' way
they're'distributedl• -

'The ,Alliance
As 'of Jul,y1, 1966, !Maag and Lorenz have
joined the American Pfaulerfamily,
representing the full range! of eNC 'gear
preductlon technology. To customers who

depend on exce'llence in gear manufacturing',
this means accessto the industry's premier
systems from a sing,le seuree. Now, as a
sing'lesource, Amer,ican Pfauter, willi
ooordinate al:1application engineering, sales
and service for this comp'lete line .01
,eQuipment from ilS recently expanded
manufacturing facility: .

T:he IDemonstration
WhHe doubling our manufactur,ing space was
necessary to handle current demand, we' also
want to be fully prepared to meet the needs of
Maagand Lorenz customers while continuingl
to offer Kapp and IPfauter customers tlhe
same complete service. We inv~e you to vlisi1
our newly remodeled facility diuringlllMTS '86.
We'll be demonstrating the latest technology
.of alii these companiesfl'om Sept 3 through
111,1986. Arnertcan F'fauter Iwtd" 925 E. Estes
Avenue,. Elk Grove Village,lL 60007. Phone
(3112)640.7500.
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Higher quaUty and total repeatlbllltyare
desiigned·in features of the CK Series hobbers.
AGMA -11 quality is attainable.
L'ower o,perating costs and hi,gher quality
levels can be yours with CK Series Hobbers,
Isn't that Just what you need to, remain,
competltive In today's World Marketplace?
Your fiirst step may be to contact: KI,ingelnberg
CorporaUon,,15200 Foltz Ilndustria:1 P,arkway

Cieveland,OH44136
Phone (.216)572-2100
FAX (21:6}572-0985.

Optimum lIexibility lis achiieved with 3 all'
6 axis CNC controlled '9,ear hobbing. Cima-
Kllng,elnberg Series bobbers are pertectly
suited for mass production of spur and helical
'gear sizes up to 15" 0.,0. ,Ful'ly interactive with
central oomputer systems (DNC), CK Series
hobbers can be furnished as complete systems
to automatically accommodate similar part
config,uraUons.Systems can include automatic
hob changing", part feeding, pre and post
gaugling and other ancililary systems.
Gr,eater productivity is realized due to mini-
mum downtime between cycles and h,igher
cutting and feedilng speeds. User-frliendly OK
Series bobbers can be tota'lly automated for
even greater cost efficiency.

VISIIT
OUR

:[IIMTS
IMIIII'Id allIIRDtinrl!clniJly
.'IIIIl!IUIION.U.IICIW;.IUIlSIIIW
Sepl.mtierl-Il 1!I86' C~.'IO,n~not~IJSl
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PRECISELY
Critical parts of world famous helicopters are made and

assembled at Purdy A CNC machining system, highly flexible
and computer controlled. allows Purdy to offer perfection,
beyond precision, in meeting the most complex specifications ...
on rime. with cost efficiency

co",er

~;' - Iletethe parts.Purdy Gears ,com~;e complete with Purdy
Now Purdy gear bO~ hOUSln~ng cycles. Zeiss measunnJ. Purdy cuts In fast cu . f tack removal an

gears,.which mpute the track and depth °R~Rcutting blades.
machines co P rdy also machines
check for accuracy. u

Beyond Precision
The Purdy Corporatlcn. 586 Hilliard Sr., Manchester, CT 06040 . .
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"It's show timer" Ready or nor, on
Sept. 3, the biennial International
Machine Tool Show opens at
McCormick Place, Chicago. Planning
a show thar encompasses displays
from over 1DC)() companies from 29
nations and an associated technical
conference presenting more than 200
papers on 50 topics has nor been
without its problems. The question of
McCormick Place North's readiness
has been an off-agaln-on-agaln-off-
again Issue all summer That. along
with ali the inherent problems rn

organizing a show of rrns magnitude has called for creativeness, flexibility and a certain
amount of courage on the part of the IMrS's organizers and exhiouors. Now, however, com-
rng down the home stretch, planners and exhibitors are opnmlsnc about the show's success.

These same kinds of attitudes seem to be required of manufacturing people as they con-
template the future of the industry. Business concinons at trus time are startlingly diverse An
executive of an all pump jack manufacturing company has stated that his company won't be
coming to the show so It can "use the money to pay [he light bills" On the other hand a
defense industry manufaaurer comments, "BUSiness has never been better" Howev r, most
exhibitors and manufacturers are approaching the show With cautious optimism.

Other factors that will affect future busmess condinons over the coming year and eventarther
into the future are changes in Interest rates, exchange rates, and the new tax bill. With these
many unknown factors affecting [he Industry. resourcefulness, sensnvuy to change and a
tough-minded attitude Will be requred of manufacturers to insure that they have enough fi·
nanciat wherewithal and skilled personnel to remain competitive,

The companies that are still in busmess today are survivors. Many of our weak and IneffiCient
companies are already gone. and in many cases new companies have risen from their ashes
Survivors and newcomers alrke have learned the need for both new and effiCient machinery
and equally flexible and effioent ways of doing business

"The show must go on" in the machine tool industry as well as at McCormick Place. We do
not have the lUXUry of waiting for all the pieces to fall into place before we make the cosiness
decisions that will keep us competitive. No matter what happens In Congress. In the Federal
Reserve System. or In the International economy, we must continue to push ahead dOing the
best we can With what we have, because. ready or not "It's show nrnel"

september/October 1986 5



Unfortunately. the technical education of our
engineers has not developed at the same pace.
Since design. testing and processing were formerly
done by numerous individuals from different
disciplines. it is difficult to find a single individual
who can perform ali of these functions utilizing
CAD/CAM. Consequently. while the technology is
available. the qualified individual to make the best
use of the technology is not

- - -
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LONG ON HIGH TECHNOLOGY -
SHORT ON HIGH TECHNOLOGISTS

At the present time.
technology seems to
be moving faster
than our ability to
educate people in its
utilization. This IS
particularly true of
the manufacturing
engineering
profession.

We are able to provide assistance in some areas
through the application of artificial intelligence or
canned knowledge, so that a given individual does
not have to be an expert in every field, but this
support is not enough. Such assistance has not
developed at the same pace as the technology
itself; furthermore. such dependence on artificial in-
telligence is no substitute for the solid training of
talent.

For example, enor-
mous progress has
been made In the
area of CADICAM. Donald look
Hardware to sup- President. SME

port computer
graphics has been developed and designed with
amazing speed. In the last five years. the
micrormnlarunzanon of electromc components has
increased the power of these units beyond our
wildest dreams.

Software development has kept pace with the prog-
ress in hardware. Computer programs and ad-
vanced computer graphics have been developed to
help us design. test and process parts. The poten-
tial of this technology is enormous.

MR. DONALD ZOOK, is President of the
Society of Manufacturing Engineers (SMEI- He is
presently employed as the Assistant Director of
Manufactunng for the Caterpillar. Inc in Peoria. /I-
linois. A member of SME since 1967, Mr. Zook has
chaired several international commtuees. including
a special Battelle Study entitled "The Manufacturing
Engineer - Past. Present, and Future. " Zook
earned BSand MS degrees from the University of
Illinois and is a past instructor at Bradley University.
He is a registered Professional Engineer (PEl and a
Certified Manufacturing Engineer (CMfgE).

In both academic circles and in the industry. we
must become more aware of the need to put the
same emphasis on the development of our people
as we have put on the development and installa-
tion of tools. Unless we can provide products that
perform to the satisfaction of our customers in terms
of funaion, durability, and cost. they will go
elsewhere. Without utilizing all of the talent, as well
as the technology at hand. we will not remain
competitive in today's market.

In short we must become equally long on high
technologists.

Donald Zook

President
Society of Manufacturing Engineers
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Before' you buy a CNCGear
~-- Inspection System, ask

these four ,Questions

1. Can we get complete inspection of
both gears and cutting tools?
With the M &. M 2000QC System, the answer is
~. The system will test lead and involute profile
cl1aracteristics of internal or external gears and splines.
It is title only universal gear tester available which provides
true index testingl without expensive attachments. In addition,
we have lutly-developed software for checking hobs, shaver
cutters, shaper cutters, and other cylindrical parts such as
worms and cams.

!'lao Pressure Angle Check Shaver Culter Lead Check

2. Can you customize software to meet our quality-
inspection specifications?
At M &. M Precision, we write and develop our own inspection
software. OurtechnicaJ team can and has limplemented in-
spection specifications into specific software for individual reo
quirernents. Our current library includes line/curve fittingl as
well as modified K-chart analysis routines.

UneJCUtV9 Filling Modified K-Charl AnalySis

3. OK, you can inspect gears
and cutting teets, What else Is a,vallabl'eto

aid us linquality control of the' Imanufacturing
pr,ocess?

At M& M Precision, we have fully integrated such advanced
software packages as Statistical PreeessOornrol and Tooth,
Topography into om standard testing software . our SPC pro-
gram can identify non-random vatiafiensand provide early
warning of variations which are approaching tolerance limits.
Cur Tooth Topography software features aulomalic testing: of
lead and involute at multiple locations and provides two- and
three-dimensional graphics.

SPC !Run Chart Topological Map

4. Do you have the technical support team and in-
stallation lexperience to back up,the hardware and
softwar,e provided?
At M & M Precision, we have a technical team with over 45
man-years of experience in developing CNC gear inspection
hardware and software. AlIIsoftware for our QC 2000 System
has been developed in-house. In addition, we have worklngl
installations at these Ileading companies:

• General Molors • Cincinnati Mila.cron
• TRW e Chrysler
• Ford Motor • Pratt &: Whitney
• Warner Gear eRocketdyne

For details on our advanced QC 2000 System and avail'a'ble
software, contact M & M Precision Systems., 300 Progress
Road, West Carrollton, Ohio 45449',513/859-8273 ..

Vilslt us at .Booth #6097, IMTS'S6.
M&M PREC/S/eN
S~STEMS

AN ACME CLEVEr...ANO CDMP4N ......
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Fig. 2 - A1men intensities measured in Almen units - i1uen~ty being, a Iunc-
lion of size. mass, hardness and velocity. Note the il'\tetllSity varies as the
size of the angle' of impingement varies.

Fig. 3- Qualitative illustration of distribution of stress in a beam which has
been shot peened OIl upper surfaoe.l4l
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AUTHOR:

MR. N. K. BURREll is t~ Midwest Director of Marketing for
the Meta/Improvement Company of Paramus, New Jersey. He has
twenty years' experience in shot peening technology, Ilnd has served
as tI cotISUltanf specializing in problems of metal fatigue on' gears ,and
other mechanical components. He i5 the author of numerous papers
for ASM, SAE, AGMA, SME, as well as other technical articles for
trade journals. Mr. Burrell holds a BSME from the University of
llIinoi5.

depth, • --~.'I&hjlij
of OM of the variabIa dllifWJIiI
closest poaslbIe control and is covered in more detail
in this article.

If the part is peened by a great number of shot under con-
trolled conditions, 80 that the edges of the dimples caused
by these shots all touch or overlap, a consistent uniform layer
of compressive stress is formed.

Fig. 3 shows qualitatively the distribution of stress in a
beam which has been shot peened on the upper surface. The
broken residual stress line shows the beam in equilibrium with
no external forces. The area under the stress distribution curve
in the regions of compressive stress must be equal to the cor-
responding area under the curve in the region of tensile stress.
The sum of the moments of these areas must be equal to zero.

The solid line shows the resultant stress after a bending
moment is applied. This resultant stress will be equal to the
algebraic sum of the residual stress after shot peening and
the stress due to the applied load at that depth.

Note especially that after loading, shown by the intermit-
tant broken line, the peened surface still retains a compressive
stress. This stress will inhibit formation of surface cracks and
takes advantage of the fact that a crack will not propagate
in a compressively stressed layer. The magnitude of the
residual compressive stress shown .at or just slightly below
the surface of the peened member will be approximately 50%
to 60% of the ultimate tensile strength of the base material.
(See Fig. 4).

Septem'ber/Oetober 1986 13,



14 Gear Technology

Fig..S -Depth of compressive stress V5 Almen intensity for steel and
titanium. (4)

Since the amount of energy imparted to the shot peened
surface is a function of the mass, velocity and hardness of
the shot, the hardness of the material being peened willalso
determine the depth ·of compressive stress. The variablesare
in addition to theaforementioned angle of impingement.

The standard for measuringenergy applied to the work
piece is the Almen strip. A good description of the detail of
this method of specifying intensity can be found in Mil Spec
131658 Amendment II.(3)Note in Fig. 5 that as the hardness
of the work piece increases, the depth of the compressive layer
decreases - presuming the factors of shot size, mass, veloc-
ity, hardness and angle of impingement remain constant ..
Control of the depth of compressive stress is very important
because the designer or user of shot peening must take other
factors into consideration when selecting the intensity. These
factors are wear, general erosion, if any, possibility of foreign
object damage, surface finish requirements, an acceptable
level of compensating tensile stress, etc. On very thin parts,
depth of compressive stress can be a very importantmatter
since, as a general rule, the depth of compression: should not
exceed 10% of the thickness of material per side in order to
keep tensile core stresses to an acceptable maximum.

Finally, as we see in fig. 4, it is extr~meIy important to
be sure that the design load is such that tensile stresses
resulting from that load are kept below the level of the
residual compressive stresses. These are a function ofthe
ultimate tensile strength of the material being peened and
generally are in the range of 50% to 60% of the ultimate ten-
si1e strength (UTS) cuts of the base material. A tensile load
level maximum is generally accepted to be 40 % to 50 % of
the UTS of the material being peened.

The main effects of controlled shot peening on gears are
as follows:

L Improved fatigue strength of the gear tooth in the root
fillet ..
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Fig .. ,6- Typical pits and fatiguecradcs(7)

2. Increased surface fatigue life to reduce pitting and in-
crease durability (See Fig. 6).

Another benefita.ccruing from shot peening gears is im-
proved luhricadon of the gear by virtue of the many small
reservoirs (dimples) that can store lubricant at the point where
it is most needed; thus, negating the squeegee effect of the
rolling Isliding contact of two very smooth surfaces, Of
course, other considerations must be met to determine the
amount of dimpling that can be tolerated or obtained.
Another benefit is Itheelimination ofcontinuous machine lines
on the gear tooth flank by peening in the "green" state ..

TypicaHy,a gear's surface hardness is increased to allow
it to carry higher loads by heat treating. Hardening by car-
burizing, nitridi.ng or other hardening processes can cause
dimensional changes which may require remachining. Note,
too, that on through hardened gears, as tooth hardness in-
creases above 43 RC (about 200,000 psi), fatigue strength ac-
tually decreases (See Fig. 7).

As hardness increases. the reduction in fatigue strength in
both notched and unnotched unpeened steel specimens oc-
curs at about 45 RC. This drop m fatigue Hfe is believed to
be due to increased notch sensitivity and brittleness. With
peening the strength level can be raised by using higher hard-
ness, a practice regularly used by the awcraft industry, It must
be remembered that when peening hardened gears or any
other hardened material, it is extremely important that the
peening media be at least as hard as the part being peened.
This is necessary to generate maximum compressive stress
in the gear. A significant decrease in fatigue strength will be
noted if the hardness of the peening media does not at least
equal the hardness of the part or specimen being peened.

In addition, it is important to recognize and to take into
account the residual tensile stresses induced on the gear tooth
profile and root duringgrin.di1'Ig. These tensile stresses can
be overcome by shot peening to induce beneficial compressive
stresses.

If the roughness of the tooth Flanks produced by the shot
peening isobjedionable. the flanks may be shaved rather than
masked before peening; however, control of surface

116 'Gear TeehnolQg¥
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fig. '7- Comparison of peened and unpeened f.atigue limits for smooth and
notched specimens as .a function of ultimate tensile I:rength of steel.

temperatures during lapping and honing ,operation~ is
important ..

The greatest increases in gear life, when comparing peened
versus non-peened, are found in through hardened gearing.
Shot peening of through hardened pinions can. yield as much
as 30% improvement in fatigue limit. A 33% increase on in-
duction hardened 4140 material is reported. Th same authors
also stated that nitrided steel surface tests showed moderate
:r,esul'ts(S).

Today, gears are frequently shot peened ai;ter carburizing.
Fig.S shows how shot peening can stretch fatigue life of car-
burized gears or make it possible to use smaller transmissions
for larger loads. Increases of 15-40% are commonly found.

Of course. proper selection of shot size and hardness is an
important consideration. Special hardness (55-65 RC) shot
is recommended for case-hardenedcarburlzed gears in order
to give a higher magnitude of compressive stress. (See Figs.
9, 10. 11).

Townsend and Zaretsky stated Ithat shot peening produces
residual subsurface stresses in steel in addition Ito,the residual
stresses produced by case CMbUl'izing, hardening and grind-
ing. They theorized 'that the additional residual stresses in-
duced by shot peening should account for the increased [ife
ofcarburizedand hardened Al5l spur gears. Subsequent 'tests
showed an increase of 40% for the shot peened gears over
the standard gears at a depth of maximum shear stress in ad-
dition to a 350% increaseat a depth of 0,5 mil. Further, there
was an increase in surface pitting fat:igueof 1.6 times that
of non-shot peened gears(9).

As a result of the growth in confidence in the shot peen-
ing process, Lloyd's Register of Shipping(lO) allows an in-
crease of tooth loading for both wear and strell-8th of up to
20% for controlled shot peened gears.

The term "controlled" is extremely important and leads us
to a discussion of shot peenlngcontrols and the changes that
are now taking plaee that allow the peener to accurately meet
the requirements set forth by the design engineers. Wlth con~
trolled conditions of shot peening, the designers can establish
specifications that they have confidence wiUbe met by their
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shot peening service. There is still no non-destructive method
of inspection, other than for coverage (Peenscan). This prob-
lem has been largelyalleviated through the use of micro-
processor controlled shot peening equipment.

As covered previously. the ,A]men strip measures intensity
for a given set ,of condltioas 'of shot size, shot velocity, shot
hardness and angle ,of impingement. [ll MIL·S-1316So. also
gives specifications for both steel and glass shot, which cover
screening t,oferancesof new shot by size, set limits on hard-
ness where applicable, specify uniformity of shot in the
machine and set standards for shape with allowable
deviations.

Shot quality is important to successful peening and must
be continuously monitored. V~gilance is ,especially necessary
on those machine installations where a single size shot is run
continuously.. The 'temptation to add make up shot whenever
reduced. flow is noted wit.hout checking, screening and siz-
in.g the old shot seemsto be irresistable' to production peo-
ple ..Inevitably, quality of peening becomes degraded as the
shot breaks down into odd sizes and increasing numbers of
broken particles. Concurrently, those expected improvements
in f.ati,gue will slowly and quiedy degrade as well.

Thethi.rd item to consider is coverage. Since the discovery
of shot peening in the late 2f1s,the lOX magnifying glass has
been the recommended. tool for checklngcoverage. Specifica-
tions generally requirefull or complete UOO%) coverage (See
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Fig. 11- Residual· tresses induced on 300M using various shet,

Fig..12) . Others call Ior 125 %, feeling that theaddit iona~ in-
surance of 25% will guarantee the 100% coverage .actuaHy
required for good peening. The uncertainties of measuring
or checking coverage have 'become so' great 'that one ,of the
largest aircraft manufacturers in the United States has
specified 200% coverage on certain critical parts in the hope
of getting at least lOO%co,verage on all of the part during
ma.nufacture, a sad commentary on the lOX glass a an in-
spection tool. The borescepe (See Fig. 12A) while allowing
examination of cavities and holes, suffers from the same
Iimitations of limited field and mobility in eentoueed areas ..

The obvious limitations of the lOX glass are its small field,
making 'total inspection of large parts a physical impossibil-
ity along the short focal length, and no't pennitting inspec-
tion for coverage of critical devises, roots, radii and holes,
where there is not sufficient room to get the glass dose enough
to focus on the peened surface. On very hard parts. RC 55
and above, it is often difficult to detennirle whether the part
has been covered, and many times shotpeeners have been
required by customers' inspectors to peen very hard parts
from 5Q0..600% coverage simply toassure these inspectors
that the coverage is complete.

Now there is 3. process for measuring coverage that does
away with the problems of the glass. Thi process. Peenscan,
uses a. non-elastic ultra violet (UV) sensitive compound that
is painted or sprayed on the part prior eo peening and dur-
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Fig. 12-Partial and complete shot peening coverage.

ing the set up 'Operation. When the coated part is peened,
this material, Dyescan, comes under direct impingement and
will be removed only in those areas which have been struck
at reasonable angles. Removal of the UV material is gradual
and is completed when the part is totally covered by shot
peening. When inspected with a UV light. areas improperly
peened will show evidence of some material remaining asa
white shadow of varying intensity, depending uponthe degree
of coverage actually obtained. See Fig. 13. Note variation
of color under UV light from full fluorescence at 0% coverage
to complete black, which denotes full coverage ..

This process isoutlined in the MIL-S13165B(3) and has
been accepted by ,the entire defense .agency.

The Peenscan process is used to set up automatic equip-
mentand as acentrol in production on a statistical sampl-
ing basis.

Having assured ourselves of the questions of intensity and
coverage, we now come to the most recent developments in
controIlingthe shot peening process. Though the industry has
had automatic equipment for a number of years, the shot

1S Gear fechnol'ogy
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Fig. 13 - Varying degrees of coverage shown by Peenscan process. (4)

peening operators have never satisfied most gear manufac-
turers on the inability to centrol the process completely and
accurately. Therefore, the improvements in fatigue life pro-
duced by peening have never been assigned values tor the
gear designer to use in designing gears. Thus, the benefits of
shot peening have largely been used as "insurance policies"
or as "band-aids" to cover mistakes made in manufacture and
design or to allow in.creased loads to be put on gearing already
designed and in production.

The advent of microprocessorcontrolled shot peening
machinery is causing a change in this philosophy. The con-
cept of total control of the shot peening process has been sue-
oessfuny developed,. and many of these machines are in serv-
ice today. Once a successful shot peening process has been
developed and the process variables determJned, this process
can be precisely duplicated time after time ...This requires that
all of the process variables be constantly monitored with high
and low limits set on each. The variables nonnaHy monitored
are shot flow. air pressure or wheel . ~ t untabl -rr ·U--, OX,! speec turn e 0__0 _er
speed, and nozzle oscillation. If desirable, the nozzles can be
programmed to vary their rate of travel across the part or
tum on or off at prescribed intervals during the cycle ..If any
of the variables wander outside 'Ofthe preset limits, the peen-
ing cycle is aborted at that point with a print-out made of
the malfunction. At the end of each peening cycle, a print-
out is made of each of the process variables. This informa-
tion can also be stored on floppy discs for 'ease of physical
storage.

With the advent of this latest state-of-the-art equipment,
it is now time for the gear and transmission industry to
establish values for controlled shot peening. This step would
put shot peening ina new perspective as a. tool for designers
to be used in manufacturing quality gearing ..

(continued 01'1 page 64)

fig. 12a (Left) - Examination of helicopter hub assembly with a borescepe.



Introduction
The power of high speed gears for use in the petrochemical

industry and power stations is always increasing. Today gears
with ratings of up to 70,000 kW are already in service. For
such gears, the failure mode of scoring can become the
limiting constraint. The validity of an analytical method to
predict scoring resistance is, therefore, becoming increasingly
important.

A simplified calculation procedure suitable for high power,
high speed gearing and based on the Winter and Michaelis
integral temperature method is presented.

Scoring itselE can be described as a momentary flashing
of the oil film because of high loads and high speeds. Flashing
of the oil film results in metal-to-metal contact and instan-
taneous welding in small local spots. These small welds are
torn apart as fast as they are formed. The sliding action of
the teeth causes the torn-out weld to be dragged across the
mating surface, creating a gouge or 'Score mark; hence, the
name failure mode scoring. The typical appearance ofa
scored tesl gear is shown in Fig. 1.

The pitting resistance of gear teeth increases by the square
of the hardness. In a given gear set, a change in hardness
from 300 Brinell Hardness Number to Rockwell C 57 increases
the pitting resistance by over 200%. Pitting failures, therefore,
are unlikely in RC 57 gearing.

In contrast to this, the resistance to breakage of a gear tooth
increases with the first power of the hardness. Therefore,a
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Fig. l-Carburized test gear with scoring faJluTe.

gear set of 300 BHN that has balanced pitting characteristics
and bending strength becomes unbalanced at RC 57.

The size of the teeth must be increased to gain the addi-
tional strength required in. bending. for this reason, hard-
ened and ground gears characteristically have larger teeth
{lower tooth numbers} than thei:r through-hardened pred-
ecessors,

The scoring resistance of the gear teeth is not significantly
affected by hardness. Sliding velocity, surface finish, oil HIm
anti-weld agents (copper and silver plating, or extreme
pressure (EP) addi.tives in the oil) have a much greater in-
fluence on this mode of failure.

Gear diameter and tooth size affect the tangential and
sliding velocities during the tooth engagement cycle. Tangen-
tial. velocity, in tum, affects the thickness of the elastohy-
drodynamic oil film, whi]e sliding velocity affects the heat
generated therein. Good gear tonthaction results when th
peripheral velocity is high enough to produce an oil film Ithi.ck
enough to keep the asperities 'of the 'tooth surfaces from
touching, and when, at the same time, the sliding velocities
are low enough to avoid the generation of excessive heat and
flashing of the oil. Therefore, the rise with regard 110 scoring
is ofgrifater importance in using case carbanzed gears than
in using through-hardened gears.

Scoring Calculation Methods
Two early calculation methods were established by J.O.

Almenand I.e. Straub m the mid 1930's. They used the .PV
and PVT factors. P, V and T :represent contact stress, sliding
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velocity and distance.
During the late 1930's, H. Blok of Delft Technical Institute

developed a flash temperature theory which was based on
the conversion of friction energy to heat and, in turn, toa
local peak temperature.

Later, Bruce W. Kelley, Caterpillar Tractor Company,
described certain modifications to the Blok approach required
to correlate test and field experience, notably the surface
roughness. This information was presented in AGMA 219.04,
1953.

An allowable s:pecifi.cload intensity expressed in terms of
the tangential. load per unit of face per unit of diameter was
developed by G. Niemann, Technical University, Munich,
in 1960. While Ithis criterion had certain usefulness in low
speed gears, it was too pessimistic for gears with pitch line
velocities over 2D meters per second (m/s),

In 1962, Dade W. DudIey(S) presented an equation for a
scoring criterion number above which scoring might be en-
countered and suggested moreelaborate analyses be made.
AGMA Standard 217.01,(2) 1965, contains an adaptation of
the Kelley /Blok work, especially tailored to aerospace spur
and helical gears, and also contains the Dudley scoring in-
dex as a simplified quick check for aerospace type gears.

EHD film thickness criteria were used for several years,
but because they were designed mainly for mineral. oils with
a. high portion of additives, they do not work correctly. Also,
the real oil-pressure, temperature and roughness hi the oil
film is not known.

MOJle recently, at the Technical University of Munich,
analytical and experimental work under the direction of H.
Winter has resulted in further refinements of the Kelley 1Blok
work. This informafion was presented in AGJ\.1A Technical
Paper P 2l:9.17,UIl1983, and is called the integral. temperature
method. This method is based on a mean integrated tooth
flank temperature in contrast to a local peak temperature as
used by Blok Additional refinements include consideration
of tooth geometry effects (profile and addendum modifica-
tion, gear ratio, length 'of the line of action and Itooth size),
surface coatings, EP additives, material effect, surface
roughness, etc, Since the integral temperature method is
generalized approach applicable to many types of gears (spur,
bevel, single and double helical) and to a broad range of
sizes and speeds. a large number of influencing factors have
been included in the calculations. This improves the accuracy
of the method, but also makes it relatively complicated to
work with.

Integral Temperatere Method
The integral temperature method developed by Winter and

Michaelis has been adopted as DIN/ISO 3990, Part 4.(4)

With this method, a mean integrated tooth flank temperature
is determined and compared to an allowable value established
from gear tests using the specific lubricant involved. Mean
values are used fer the coefficient of friction and for the load
distribution,

The mean Aash temperature calculated is multiplied by em-
pirical factors and added to the bulk temperature, TM

(1)

This mean tooth flank 'temperature, T. (also called the in-
tegral temperatuR),corresponds to a measurable eooth flank
temperature which could be veri_fied by thermocouples ..

The bulk temperature, TM,can, in turn, be determined
from the oil inlet temperature and is added to a percentage
of the mean flash temperature.

TM = 1.2 Toil + o. 84 TFlm

The factors 1,5,. 1,2, and/or 0, 84 result from the adapta-
tion .of the measured flank and/ or bulk temperatureto the
calculation method and are to be considered constant
parameters. Thus, the mean tooth flank temperatur,e
becomes:

The mean flash temperature, T fIrn, is dependent en the
geometry, the material, the speed, and the load parameters.

[T + u- XMXBE X W'Y· V'h] (4}
,Am ..-0 v_ y_. 'I,.
. I~V~ a

where

i1B = mean. coefficiene of friction

XM = material factor
XBE = factor for geometry, Hertzian pressure and

sliding velocity at the pinion tip

Xea= factor fer tip relief
XE = contact ratio factor

Xo = rotation factor.

Mean values Ior these influencing facters,diagrams,
and/or calculation formulae are given in DlN/mSO 3990.

The factor of safety against scoring, 55], then results in

. T5s1 = ..2!.
. TI

These temperature calculations are based on Ithe flash
temperature T FL according to Blok. The contact temperature
then is determined by

(5)

(6)

and the Aashtemperature is given by

T Fl = 2. 52 (I'{F~t~ ¥. [~] v, '~R{1)'Il - ( ; ) \I~ /R'Ii (7)

n
= gear ratio
= pinion speed, rpm

= tangential tooth load, N

= face Width, mm

= l.ocal. friction coefficient

= radii. of curvature, mm

= Rl Rz relative radius of curvature, mm.
R1+Rz

p.

Rv Rz
R

Utilizing this equation, contact temperature curves, Tc-
can be plotted asa function of the line .of contact (fig. 2).
For the integral temperature calculation method, a large
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number of gear tests were used to determine the allowable
temperature Ts] according to formula 5.

Modmed-Sc~rin-,g-lndex Calculation
Based on the integral temperature calculatien, a method

was developed which can be used for typical.applkations such
as high-speed units in 'turbomachinery(1) or as shown below
far turbine-marine gearing. For the range of applicationscer-
tain constants were Introduced.

Equation 4, as developed by Winter and Michaelis and as
adopted by DIN lISa, is relatively complex and is usuall.y
handled in a computet' program, One of the attract:iveaspect
of the well-known Ducl1ey scoring index, or AGMA .217.01.,
is its simpli.cityand the' ease with which it can be determined
witha hand-held calculator.

The range of the variables in Equation 4 when applied to
hjgh speed turbogearing,. is shawn first. The mare or less stan-
dard practices falilawed in the design, manufacture and apera-
tian of high quality turbogearing with respect to. teeth
geometry, contact rado, profile modifications. surface finish
and lubricant permit assigning constant values to the fallow-
irng variables:

I'B 'coeffi.cient of friction
XM material factor
Xu tip relief factor
Xo rotation factor

I'B = 0.03
XM = 50
Xu = LIS
Xo 1.00

The re;u)'ting simplification to Equation 4 is an easy-to-
use calculation procedure expressly applicable to. high speed
gearing. The product of the terms XBEand '4 and is equated
to a geometry factor ~EO' accounting for the number Df
teeth, contact ratio, radii of curvature •.and ratio, and can-
stant values for the 'termsI-'B, XM, Xu., and ~ar1:

substituted in Equatians 3 and 4 .. The result is:

(8)

SIM - Madified Scoring Index

(9)

The load. w, is the tangential force per unit face width.

w = fbdb, N/mm.
v = circumferential speed, mls
a =ieenter distance, mm

For example, the load, w, should include aLIIoverlead ef-
fects from non-uniform load d:istributionsand Ior from ae-
tual operating conditions.

As can be easily verified, the modifiedl~oring index, SIM,

Equation 9, is similar in farm 'to 'the AGMA 217 SCloringin-
dex. For example:

'w"" YoAGMA Scoring Index -np

Pd'"

W - tangential farce per unit faee width
np - pinion. speed, rpm
Pd = diametral pitch.

(10)
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Fig., 3 - Modified Scoring lndex Method: Geometry factor for helix angle
of 27.SQ and addendum and modification faClot Xl - O.
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Fig. 5 - Modified Scoring Index Method: Geometry factor Ior helix angle
of 1.7.5° and addendum modification factor Xl - 0.5.

The geometry factor, ~EO' itn Equation 8 considers the in-
fluenoe of tooth numbers, ratio, and addendum proportions
in addition to tooth size. Geometry effects in Equation 10
are limited to tooth size only .. Diagrams of XcEO for teeth
with zero-addendum modification or zero sum. of addendum
modification are shown in Figs, 3 through 8.

These diagramsare calculated for thetyplcal high speed
or marine turbine gearing: -

a) single helical with helix angle of appro 10°,
b) double helical. with helix angle of appro 27.5°,

and "normal" addendum modilication factors 0, 0.2 and 0.5
at the pinion.

Farthermore, common European practice is to have the
sum of modification factors of pinion and gear near zero.
Similarfyto the integr.a1temperature calculation, the safety
margin for the modified method can be found by:

SSIM:= TIS
T[M

un

Using Equation 8 and allowable values of TIS from Equa-

22 Gear Technolog{
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fig. 6 - Modified Scoring Index Method: geometry factor for helix angle of
10' and addendum modification factor XI - O. -

tion 4, or Table 1, the safety margin for scoring. resistance
can be determined.

An adequate margin. ·of safety exists when the S51M value
of Eequation 11 is 1,6 or greater. As a quick design check,
the permissible modified scoring index, SIMP' can be used
from Table 1..The values shown include normal safety fac-
tors and are based on average gear geometry.

Applications of Modified Scoring Index Method
The following will show how the different constant figures

for this modified method were determined with regard to high
speed and turbine marine gearing. -

C ffi: i I1t f Fri .,oe .. ces 0 riction

A curve of the coefficient of friction as a. function of the
pitch line veloc:ityis shown in Fig. 9. Surface roughness, Ra,
must be 0.51Lm or better (after running-in). The curves shown
are believed to be flat beyond 70 m/s, A value of I4B = O.OJ
has been taken fo·r high speed gears. Por pitch line velocities
below 30 m/s, a slightly larger value should be used. The
points in Fig. 9 are marking typical applications f·or high speed
and marine gearing.
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Tip relief factor.
With optimal prome modification and normal contact

ratios, tip relief factor Xc.. can be assigned a, value of 1.1S.

Addendum Proportions.
When addendum proportions are kept withm the range of

standard to 50% I.ong and short, the rotation factor, ~,
can be taken as unity.

A standard addendum set is definedas having mating
pinion and gear with addendums equal to 1:00% X Module,
mm, The maximum departure from the standard addendum
is 150% )( Module (driver) mating with 50% x Module
{driven). The summation addendum lengths shorter and
longer than standard should 'equal 100 % .

Material Factor, XM, is considered a. constant of 50 for
normal steel gears.

lubrication.
Pressure fed lubrication by spray jet is mandatory.

TyPical Examples.
The following 'ti:weegroups of practical examples will be

analysed by the exact Integral Temperature Method and the
Modified Scoring Index Method. Tables.2 to 4 show the main
technical data of these three gear groups, which are

a) High speed gears for powers of 7,300 kW to 710,000kW,
Table 2,

Fig. 8-Modifi d Scoring Index Method: geometry fador for h lliI angle of
100 andaddendum modification factor Xl - 0.5.
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Fig. 9- Typicalcalculated coefficimts of friction and scattering fieldfor marine
and high speed applications.

2'4 'Gear TecMology

b) Marine turbine gears for powers of 3,500 to 19,000 kW,
Table 3,

c) Marine diesel gears for powers of 3,700 to 7,4.00 kW,
Table 4 ..

Besides the main geometrical data, loading data such as
unit load a:re also given, For these gears the factor of safety
against scoring ae,eording to the modified scoring index
method versus the saFety factor according to integral
temperature method is shown in Fig. 10. A good relation can
be recogruzed which proves that the simplied method is work-
ing satisfactorily.

Additionally. Fig. 11 gives a relation between the sc-oring
load stage (FZG) and the permissible modified scoring Index
together with the practical modified scoring index used in the
gears. One can see that a certain safety margin exists between
the data points and the limit line. All these gears have been

(continued on page 26)



The IPNC40 Is the tastest, most accurate 'gear tester available ...
anywhere. Itwas des IgneCllto meet or exceedtne most demanding
Inspection requirements" of today's modern gear productlcn facillity.
ThefuUy automatic, 6 axis, ONe controlled tester checks: iin:volute,
Ilead, line of ecuon, pltc1hand tooth concentricity of straight or helical
gears ..It Is also offered wUh an HIPdesk computer system for auto-
matic, messured data evaluation and documentation to A:GMAlOIN
standards, The addition of an industriall robot provides a fully auto-
matic, unma_nned,flexib'le'linspection oe'll...
For further Information and a copy of our complete literature, contact:
Klingelnberg Corporation, 15200 Foltz IndustriallParkway;, Oleveland,
OH 44136. Phone (21'6)572·.2100.
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operating for years without scoring problems, Fig. 12 shows
a photograph of the gears mentioned in Table 2, reference
numbers 2. and 3. Fig, 13 provides an impression of a modem
marine gear fora navy ship. As mentioned, these gears pro-
ved, high scoring ,capacity under load. Therefore, the applica-
tion of the modified scoring index seems to be acceptable to
calculate the real scoring resistance of high speed andtur-
bine marine gears.

(continued on page .64)
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Abstrilct
The finite-element method (FEM) has been applied to three spur

planet gears to determine the tooth strength. Models for each gear
were created using different constraint conditions and model
parameters. Comparison of the results of the models with experimen-
tal data reveals the need to integrate the effect of the individual roller
loads on the model. The effect of roller-bearing support on the gear
tooth root and fillet stresses has been demonstrated to be a signifi-
cant factor in gear load capacity.

The use and application of a system of updated finlte-element pre-
and postprocessors used in the analysis are briefly explained. One
planet gear's static strain survey test data are presented and com-
pared with both the FEM analytical predictions and conventional
AGMA results. The usefulness of the FEM preprocessor and
postprocessor in minimizing the test effort is pointed out.

Introduction
In the design of any new gear drive, the performance of

previous similar designs is very carefully considered. In the
course of evaluating one such new design, the authors were
faced with the task of comparing it with two similar existing
systems, both of which were operating quite successfully. A
problem arose; however, when it was realized that the bend-
ing stress levels of the two baselines differed substantially,
In order to investigate these differences and realistically com-
pare them to the proposed new design, a three-dimensional
finite-element method (FEM) approach was applied to all
three gears. The general FEM methodology was similar to
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Fill. I - Comparison of Three Planet Gears

that which the authors have applied extensively to spiral-bevel
gears." ) The basic accuracy of this system and its ability
to accurately predict the stress levels of complex spiral-bevel
gears has also been established.

Since all three systems are simple epicyclic drives, the
planet gear of each was chosen for detailed evaluation.
Although similar, as Fig. 1shows, there are some substan-
tial differences in the detailed construction and supporting
structure for each.

Planet gears B and C are supported by double-row cylin-
drical roller bearings while planet gear A is supported by a
double-row spherical bearing. The backup ratio (rim
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(A) TYPICAL ACTUAL PLANET OEAR:
BlARING ASSeMILY SCHEMATIC

MHO

(8) IDeALIZID MOO!L fOR
PLANIT GEAR: HARING
ANALYSIS

Rg.. 2-Planel Ring Program Anaiy is Model

thickness/whole depth), while similar for Band C, is quite
different for A. The pitch diameters 0.£ planet gears A and
C we similar while tha.t for Bis somewhat smaller.

Experience with other thin-rimmed gears has indicated that
such gears must be modeled very carefully, in three dimen-
sions, with aU individual roller loadsapplied as constraint
oonditions. (6,71

Method of Analysis
The method used was simple in concept, though rather

complex. in execution .. The general procedure used for each
gear was as fonows:

1. Refer,en(le Baseline - Run each gear through AGMA-type
gear analysis compute.r program in order to produce a
common reference point..

2. Define RoUe.r ReacHon Loads - Analyze each planet
gear/bearing system with computer program RINGEAR
to define .individual roller reaction loads and obtain iinner~
and 'outer-rim stress approximations.

3. PreproC5sing - Model each gear using the FEM
preprocessor~(3) _ ..

4. NAS,TRAN fEM Analysis - Load each model with ap-
propriate sun mesh, ring mesh, and individual roller loads
and execute NASTRAN analysis,

5..Postprooessing - Evaluate NASTRAN results using
Boeing Vertof postprOCi:ssor and plot llesults.(3)

Once allof the data are available, they must be evaluated
50 that specific condusions may be drawn.

In order to establish confidence in the comparative ac-
curacy of this approach, the results of the planet gear A
analysis were compared to theexperimental data whi.ch were
obtained from a strain survey. As wnI be obvious when the
basic fEM tooth stresses are presented. later, the correlation

2'S 'Gear Tednnology

between test and FEM results is quite good.

Reference Baseline
Using general methodology(81 (but with an modifying fae-

tors set equal. to u.nity) , the AGMA tooth fiUet bending
stresses were calculated in. order to provide a common frame
of .I'eference. These stresses, shown in Fig. 1, indicate that
planet gear B is, by far, more highly stressed than either A
or C. As the FEM analysis will show; howevervthis is not
actually the case.

De.6ne RoUer Reaction loads
In order to obtain. an accurate estimate of the actual tooth

root and fillet stresses, the FEM model must realistically
simulate the actual structure being analyzed. Perhaps the
single most 'common (and most devastating) error made in
applying FEM to gearing is the failure to properly model the
gear and its constraint conditions, In the case of the planet
gears, the temptation to use a simply supported two-
dimensional model is great. To do so, however, will yield
apparently reasonable, but actually very misleading results ..

Because of the dual function of the blank (gear teeth on
the OOa.nd bearing journal on the 10), the gear must be
modeled not only with both sun and ring loads applied but

TABLE l INPUT DATA fOR RIM STRESS
AND DEFlECTION PROGRAM

First Card Integer equal to number of cases being
run

Second Card Title for case

Third Card Number of planets. pressure angle, helix
angle, sun gear torque

Fourth Card Ring gear pitch diameter,SUIt gear pitch
diameter, planet gear pitch diameter,
planet gear centroid diameter

Fifth Card Ring gear centroid diameter, backup I
and backup area .. C distance to 10, C
distance to 00

Sixth Card Same information as above but for sun
gear

Seventh Card Same information as Card 5 but for ring
gear at bolt holes

Eighth Card IIC to planet gear root diameter, VC to
planet gear inside diameter, number of
rollers per row, planet backup cross sec-
tion area, planet backup moment of
inertia

Ninth Card Planet bearing effective roller length,
diametral clearance, roller 10 (hollow
roller), inner race out of round

Tenth Card Planet bearing roller diameter, bearing
pitch diameter, bearing contact angle,
planet speed relative to post
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I recently had the opportunity to read GEAR
TECHNOLOGY, The Journal of Gear Manufacturing. Iwas
impressed'witn the subject matter.
Thisjoumal would be extremely useful [0 me in my function
as Sperry New Holland"s gear design specialise.We design:
and manufacture spur and helical gears for our agricultural
and construction equipment. We also spec,ifystraight, spiral.
and hypoid bevel gears to be supplied by vendors.

T. l. Stiefvarer
Sperry New Holland
New Holland, PA 17557

Gentlemen:
In the past several issues of Gear Technology I have
been lookingl for a source to do some gear tooth inspec-
tion work on a contract basis. To date, I have not oeen
able to locate ,a source from your magaZine. whfch I con-
sider a good source of information. My needs are in me
bevel gear area to measure tooth profiles. Would you ce
able to give me several names affirms who do this type
of war/<7 I would prefer that these sources be in 031 120
mile radius of sr. Marys, PA.
Trusting you will be of some service to us. we remain

tnomas J. Engel
PROMETECH
Manager. Quality Assurance'
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:Fi,g.3,- Planet Gear Rim Stress Apprcxlmation

also with the individual roller reaction loads applied, In order
to define the individual. roller loads, a separate analysis
simulates (as shown in Pig. 2)' the planet as a simple ring with
the sun and ring as applied loads and each roller providing
a reaction point.

The idealized loading is staticallyequivalent to the actual
loading and comprises radial and tangential loads and a
moment which act at the centroid of the cross section of the
backup rim. Data input to the computer program, Table I,
is simple and direct.

The computer program used in this analysis (which is
based, in part, on the analysis presentedl was originally
developed to provide a ring bending analysis for planet
gears. (9) Thus, in addition to calculating the roller reaction
loads, an estimate of the ring stresses at the rootcenterline
is provided. As the stress concentration effect of the fillet is
not considered here, this estimate is unconservative.

While these stress calculations do not consider the stress
concentration effects due to the tooth root, they do provide

in igh-t into tn - -- -, .~.--.,- - - - -f th thr - -- Thsome _ _s. ~___ _ere ad.ve response 0 e ee gears, e
results, plotted in Fig, 3 and summarized in Table II, clearly
show that A and B are stressed to about the same level while
C is sl.lbstantilIy lower.

If considering only the ring stresses, one would have to
conclude that A and B would perform about the same while
C is conservatively leaded, despite the di.sparityof their

:aD ,(;ear TechnoloQV

XPN
XNG

TABLE II. SUMMARY OF PLANET RIM FATIGUE
STRESSES FROM R]NG PROGRAM

Planet At Outside Diameterl At Inside Diameter
Steady ±Alternating Steady ±Alternating

(psi) (psi) (psi) (psi)

A -6,611 26.480 16,503 31,439

B -6,813 25,701 12,183 34,831

C -4,845 17,414 4,335 14,119

1. Does not include stress concentration due to tooth
root fiUets

TABLE III. SPUR AND HELICAL GEAR TOOTH
CONTACT LINE PROGRAM INPUT
DATA

Card 1 INN (Alphanumeric title, 76 columns)
("INN" is control: 1- read, 2 - stop)

Card 2 Symbol Case Number
1 234

Number of teeth,
pinion

Number of teeth, gear
Diametrical pitch
(+ trans, - norm)

Pressure angle
(+ trans, - norm)

Tooth thickness,
pinion
gear

Outside radius,
pinion
gear

Card 3
Helix angle (+R/H

pinion, -LIH
pinion)

Center distance factor
Top land 'edge break,

pinion
gear

face width, pinion
gear

Pinion or gear drive
(1.2)

Pinion direction of
rotation (CW-l,
CCW-2

PO

Phi

TIP
TTG

ROP
ROG

PSI
COO
EB
EB
FP
FG

IDRIVE

lROT

AGMA stresses. Such a conclusion is, however, in the overall
sense, premature at this point; but it does point to the need
for a much more detailed analysis of these seemingly simple
gears.



Prepr,ocessing
The preprocessing st.e-pcomprises.two parts: ,tooth contact

line definition and actual gnd.:by..grid FEM model definition.

Contact line Analysis
The accurate applicatron of gear tooth loads in the Hnite-

element method required the coordinates of the contact lines
from the beginning of mesh to the end. Computer programs
have been developed to. generate the contact lines for spur,
helical, and bevel gear meshes based on the theory of con-
jugateaction. The program generates contact lines on three
adjac~t teeth at regular angular position intervals born start
to end of mesh. It also generates the unit inward normal vec-
tors at the contact coordinates, which are subsequently used
as the load vectors in the NASTRAN analysis.(J)

Table m Illustrates the very simple input data required by
the spur gear tooth contact lin.e program. (Z. 3)

ModeE Geometry Definition
The gear preprocessor computer program, developed by

the authors, was used to create all three models used in this
analysis. (2. 3) It generatesa gear finite-element model built of
solid C1HEXl elements. As many teeth as needed can be
molded, together with or without integral front andlor back
shJlfting ..It can automatically generate the executive, case con-
trot,and bulk data decks (with force cards) for COSMIC-
NASTRAN linear static analysis, With a little manual ,editing
of the data deck, in order to add boundary conditions
(SPC/MPC/SPCl) or to combine loads if necessary, a com-
plete NASTRAN analysis can be performed. Table IV
presents the input data required for this preprecessor.

NASTRAN rEM Analysis
The data deck generated by the preprocessor requires some

manual ,editing before being submitted for a NASTRAN
arl_alysis. The preprecessor ,employs a unit load distribution
along, the tooth contact lines to generate the NASTRAN force
cards. The torque applied to the gear tooth due to this unit
loading is calculated and provided as output. This unit
loading 'torque must be multiplied by a load factor to obtain
the actual torque transmitted by the gear. This is accom-
plished by means of the load cards in the NASTRAN data
deck where linear combinations of forces are created. ~n ad-
dition, proper boundary conditions must be imposed on the
model for the static analysis. The restraints must reflect the
manner in which 'the gear is supported by i.ts bearings; this
is done by means of SPC or SPCl or MPC cards in the
NASTRAN program. FinaUy, the number 'Of load cases to
be, run, the output data required. from each load case, the
plot options, etc, must be edited before submitting the
NASTRAN job.

Each NASTRAN load case 'consists of ma~y tooth load
cases, each IOf which simulates Ithe instantaneous contact loads
at the sun/planetand planet/ring gear meshes. This allows
the FEM model to simulate the response of the planet gear
during a.strain survey so that the data. £rom both can be easily
compared.

Postprocessing
The postprocessor reads the voluminous NASTRAN stress

output file and generates stress tables and plots at the tooth
fillet or root for each load case. The postprocessor interpolates
the stress at adjacent grids to yield fmetand root stress
distributions for all load cases individualJy and as a composite
fora full mesh cycle. The r sultant stresses are then sum-
marized in the form of plots of maximum alternAting and
peak tension stress as functions of face width for both fmet
and root lecaucns for 'one complete gear revoluuon.(l, 31

Results,
The results of this analysis are best presented by compar-

ing the stresses at three locations in the tooth :fillet area, as
defined in Fig. 4. The fillet location is the critical section im-
plicit in the AGMA. stress approach. The root location is often
critical for thin~rimmed hollow gears, because, at the cen-
tral root location, the tooth bending and ring bending stresses
combine to yield high stress levels.

While the results of a purely analytical study are of iin~erest,
it is imperative that experimental verification of new methods
be provideel so that 'their validity can be evaluated. Fortun-
ately, a substantial base of experimental data exists for one
of the planet gears (A). These data, for both reotand fillet
locations, will be superimposed on the JiE.M results for com-
parative purposes.

Before the stress results Me examined, however, 'some
planet 8ear stiffness dataare obtained. from the ring analysis

CIRCLE A-40 ON READER' REPLYCARD
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Format I Location
.A. Title Alphanumenc-

1~80
Real. 1-4
Re.al. 5-14
Real. 15-24
Real, 25-34
Rea1. 3544
Real, 45-54

Real, 1-4
Real, 5-14
Real. 15-24
Real. 25-34
Real,3544
Real, 45-54
Real, 55-64

2 A. letters "ELEM"
B. No. of teeth in gear
C. No. of full teeth modeled
D. No. of [ayers, of elements along face
E. No. of rows of elements in half tooth
F. No. of rows of elements in half blank

3 A. Letters "FUll"
B. location no. of full tooth
C. location no. of full tooth
D. location no. of full tooth
E. location no. of full tooth
F. Location no. of full tooth
G. location no. of full tooth

(Repeat Card 3 if more than six fun teeth are generated)

4 A. Letters "PROF"
B. Tooth blank factor ("" 0.95)
C. Kink factor ("" O.95)
D. No. of grids on profile
E. No. of grids on centerline of tooth

5 A. Letters "PROF'
B. line no. of profile grid no. 1
C. Line no. of profile grid no. 2
D. line no. of profile grid no. 3
E. line no. of profile grid no. 4
F. line no. of profile grid no. 5
G. line no. of profile grid no. 6

(Repeat Card 5 if needed; lines 1 and 58 should be included)

6 A. letters "LOOl" for loading left face of tooth
B. Tooth no. is FEM model to be loading
C. Tooth no. is contact program generating contact line
O. Mesh position no. is contact program generating contact line

7 A. Letters "SPUR"
B. Gear inner radius
C. Gear outer radius
D. Gear base radius
E. Gear pitch radius
F. Gear fillet radius
G. Gear Fillet tangency :radius

8 letters "SPUR"
No. of teeth
Face width, in.
Helix angle, degrees +LH, - RH
Pressure angle, degrees
Arc tooth thickness, in.

Real,14
Real,. 5-14
Real. 15~24
Real. 2-5-34
Real, 35-44

Real, 1-4
Real. 5-14
Real. 15-24
Real. 25-34
Real, 35-44
Real, 45-54
Real, 55-64

Real. 1-4
R'eal, 5-14
Real, 15-24
Real. 25-34

Real, 1-4
Real. 5-14
Real. 15-24
Real, 25-34
Real, 3-544
Real, 45-54
Rea], 55-64

Real, 1-4
Real, 5-14
Real., 15-24
Real,25-34
Real, 35-44
Real, 45-54
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and used to define the roller loads.

Ring Deflections
The stress ~esultsfrom the ring analysis have already been

presented, As noted, they are of comparative i.nt,erest only
because Ithey do. not reflect the stress concentrations caused
by the tooth roots. The ring program also provides the radial
ring deflection at each roller location. This information is used
to, define the reaction Ioads. AdditionalJIy, however, it can
provide some Ln5ight into the rigidity of the gears. As Table
V shows, these deflections are far from insignificant in air-
craft transmissions.

The need to im:h:lde this effect in the ovel'aUanalysis of
the planet gear stresses should be understood.

Fillet Stresses
Fig. 5 shows the fillet stress results for all three planet gears

with t.he experim.enta] results for planet gear A also superim-
posed on that pl.ot. Since muliple strain gages were applied
to muliple Ibeeth, both the range of measured data and the
mean are shown. The calculated and measured values £·or
planet gear A are in very dose agreement.

:II the .anal,ysis is similarly accurate for planet. gears Band
C the lfillet stresses for all: three gears are much doser than
the simple AGMA results would indicate. In fact, although
the A:GMA stresses for planet gear B are m.uch higher than
for A, the FEM analysis indicates that the .altemating stresses
for both gears are about equal. Inte.resti.ngly, the fil.let alter-
nating ..tress level for planet gear C is actually lower than
that for either A or B.

.Root Str,esses
v,ery similar results Weft obtained at the root location (Fig.

,6). The ecrrelanon between test an analysis was again quite
good, especially Ifo.r'the altematin-8 stresses. As was the case
with the fillet stresses, 'the maximum alternating root stresses

on planet gears A and B are quite close ..However, the peak
stress level on. planet gear B is significantly higher than tha't
on planet gear A. while that an planet gear C is higher than
either A: or B. The .altemating stress on planet gear C is ac-
tually lower than that for either of the other planet .

Central Root Stresses
The tooth fillet and root stresses described above are useful

in evaluating the capacity of the gear teeth as influenced by
many factors, including the behavior of the ring that sup-
ports the teeth. Due to the complex loading applied to this
ring, the basic ring stresses are also of interest. (Theauthors

TA:BLE V. RADIA:L REM DEFLECTIONS AT ROLLERS

Roller Radial Deflection (in.)

No.· Planet A Planet B Planet C

1 0.0025 0.00241 0.0022
2, 14 0.0028 0.0026 0.0023
3, 13 0.0030 0.0028 0.0025
4, 12 0.0031 0.0027 0.0025
5, II 0.0023 0.0016 0.0015
6, 10 -0.0019 -0.0019 -0.0017
7, 9 -0.0065 -0.0055 -0.0050

8 -0.0083 -0.0070 -0.0064

"See Figure Z (or roller numbering scheme.

We can Solve Your Wear
Problems
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Heal Treating
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merged process gear hardening
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rung mac:hlnes
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• We can 100] 10
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Indocbon hardenlngol UIaIIs.
bearing iOUmals. and muln-
diam.eter pallS
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36 Gear Technology

have investigated at least one planet gear failure which was
traced to excessive central root stresses). The RINGEAR pro-
gram approximates these stresses through the idealization
shown in Fig. 3. However, the effect of the tooth fillets (which
are stress risers on the ring 00) is not included, By looking
at the FEM results for a central root location, a more accurate
picture of these ring stresses (Fig. 7) ca:n be obtained. Com-
pa:ring these charts with those shown in Fig. 3 shows the ef-
fed of the tooth loading and the tooth HUets. The effect of
the thinner planet gear A ring on the stress distribution as
compared to the stiffer planet gear C ring is also apparent.

The maximum tension and compression peaks for most
gea:rs are associated with the tooth mesh itself, From Fig. 7,
however, itcan easily be seen that the compressive stress due
to the ring bending, independent of the mesh contact, exceeds
that due to the tooth mesh itself. The alternating stress at
this location is thus defined by combining the peak tension
due to the tooth mesh with the peak compressive stress due
to the ring bending, This is a critical consideration and can
be the governing factor in defining the load capacity of thin-
rimmed, roller-supported planets.

Summary
Although the basic A:GMA tooth fillet stresses for the three

planets evaluated here differ substantially, their fatigue (alter-
nating) stress levels are surprisingly similar, as the summary
in Table VI shows.

The conventional. AGMA: tooth bending stresses are closer
to the FEM peak tension stresses (Table VI) at the fillet loca-
tion than at the root location, This may be attributed to the
fact that the effect of rollers is more predominant at the tooth
root than at the tooth .fillet. The roller effect is not considered.
in A:GMA calculation.

Dlscussien
The cor-relation between the static-strain survey test data

and the FEM results for planet gear A is in general about 15
percent. Considering the possible test variations to be about
10 percent by themselves, this level of correlation appears
to be quite acceptable.

The effect of rollers on the tooth stresses appears to be a
function of the backup rim's rigidity and tooth loads. Planet
gear C has the largest backup tim moment of inertia and pro-
duces a tensile steady stress (Table VI) at all locations con-
sidered. Planet gear A has half the backup tim rigidityand
Wilke the tooth load. The FEv1I analysis predicted compressive
steady stresses at tooth root and fillet locations as verified
by test data.

Although inall three cases considered here, the critical
stress location is not at the central. root location, the possibill-
ty of this location's becoming critical iscertainly obvious.
A small additional stress concentration, for example, would
tip the scales ..Generally, in the absence of integral roller bear-
ings, maximum tooth stresses occur during the mesh.Futh~:::
more, the magnitude of the peak stresses with rollers could
be higher than those without rollers. As pointed out earlier,
this 'effect is a function of the rigidity of backup rim and tooth
load ...

An interesting observation, or more correctly, conjecture,
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TABLE VI. SUMMARY OF PREDICTED STRESSES

Planet A Planet B Planet C
Stress hem (ksi) (ksi) (ksi)

A.GMA Tooth bending at sun mesh! 37.0 66.2 41.4
.FEM peak tension at tooth fillet2 38.1 50.8 40.4
FEM fatigue stress at tooth filletl. J - 9.7±47.8 +2.B±4B.O +10.6±37.2

! FEM fatigue stress at tooth rootU -14.2±40.9 -1.1±38.'l + 9.8±33.0
FEM fatigue stress at centra] roo~,J -14.2±41.8 -4.S±3S.3 +16.5±31.3

NOTES; l. Does not consider effect of roller loads
2. Includes effect of bearing roller loads
3. Considers both sum mesh and ring mesh

comes Ito mind based on these data, In some designs, the
planet gear is supported by an integral. fluid-film bearing.
Since such a bearing provides a fully distributed load reac-
tion rather than discrete individual (roller) reaction loads, it
is possible Ithat such planet gears maybe designed with thin-
ner rims than their roUer-bearin,g--supported counterparts.,
This possibility has not been investigated so Iar and could
be undertaken in 'the future.

The AGMA and FEM calculated peak tension stresses for
planet gears A and C agree rather well; those for planet gear
B do not. A possible explananon for this is the AGMA stress
correction tactor. The smaller fillet radii on finer pitch gears
tend to produce' comparatively large values for the stress cor-
rection factor. These values may be somewhat pessimistic for
finer pitch gears, The empirical relation used to calculate this
factor is based on work by Dolan and Broughamer which
used J1ela'tively large models; thus the extrapolation to small.
fillets may be in error.

'Conclusions
Aft.er carefully studying all the data, the follcwing specific

conclusions were reached:
1. Despite the apparent large differences in the AGMA

stress levels for the three planet gears, their .alternating
stresses are' quite similar.

2. The .~ analysis described, using the gear preprocessor
and postprooessor, is a reliable tool for 3i-'\alyzing spur
planetary gears with integral roller bearings,

3. In critical applic.ations whjch typically involve exten-
sive testing (strain surveys), 'the FEM .analysis could be
substituted for selected test conditions after establishing
correlation with some known test conditions, thereby
reducing test 'time, 'cost. and effort.

4. The effect ,of 'the ring bending,-,induoed compressive
stress on the alternating stress in the tooth root is not
negl:igibleand may be the governing factor in some
circumstances .

Recommendations,
Thus far, the gear finite-element model generated by the

preprocessor is used successfulJy in predicting the tooth
stresses for spur and spiral-bevel gears by a. linear static
analy.sis. The potentia~ which exists for extending this

methodology is substantial. Consider the following examples:
1. The same FEM model could probably be used in a

dynamic analysis to predict the gear natural frequen-
cies and normal mode shapes.

2. A nonlinear, static, FEIVIanalysis, wherein the tooth
contact loads area function of 'the tooth deflections,
could shed more light on tooth load distribution along
the contact lines and tooth load sharing among adja-
cent gear teeth.

3. Acornprehensive program of param· me study of spur,
helical, and bevel-gear tooth stresses wi'th respect to
d:iametral pitch, backup rigidity. contact pattern, and
load distributlon mjght be undertaken wi.th the ultimate
goaJ of arriving, at optima]]y minimum-weight aircraft
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transmissiongears.
4. The eJfect of 'the thermal deformation of transmission

housings, p.articularly lightweight magnesium,
aluminum, or eomposite housings such as those usual-
ly used in aerospace applications, is to cause gear
misalignmerllt. This shiftsthe contact pattern on the gear
tooth and causes higher tooth stresses than in the case
.of perfectly aligned gears, and might lead to premature
fatigue failure. The use of the fEM analysis. tor a bet-
'~er understanding of this problem and its solution
should be considered.

5. The expression used for thestress-correction factor in
'ltheA:GMA method should be reviewed for applicability
to, small fillets,
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Pressure Angle Changes in the
Transverse Plane for Circular'

Cut Spiral Bevel Gears
by

Ronald Huston
University of Cincinnati

Cincinnati, Ohio

John J. Coy
NASA lewis Research Center

CleveJand, Ohio

Abstract
This article examines pressure angle changes along a tooth for

circular cut spiral bevel crown. gears ..The changes are measured in
the transverse planes for various cutter profiles. Three cases are con-
sidered: 1) a straight line profile; 2) a circular profile; and 3) an in-
volute profile .. lneach case, the heel-to-toe variation is approximately
3, depending on the cutter radius. For conical gears, the variation
is increased by the fact'or lIsina where a is the half-cone angle.
Finally, it is shown that pressure angle variation occurs for all cutter
profiles,

Introduction
Recently it has been suggested that the transverse plane

may be very useful in studying the kinematics and dynamics
of spiral bevel gearsY·2) The transverse plane is perpen-
dicular to the pitch and axial planes as shown in Fig. 1. Buck-
ingham!3] has suggested that a spiral bevel gear may be
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viewed as a limiting form of a "stepped" straight-toothed gear
as in Fig. 2. The transverse plane is customarily used in the
study of straight toothed bevel gears. (4)

For spiral bevel gears the normal plane is often used for
studying the kinematics and dynamics. One reason for this
is that for smooth tooth surfaces the contact forces between
mating teeth are transmitted in the normal plane; that is. the
resultant force vector is in 'the normal plane. However,. if fric-
tion is present, the resultant force vector is rotated out of
the normal plane, and it becomes more nearly parallel to the
transverse plane.

Therefore, in this brief article the pressure angle changes
in the transverse planes are examined along the circular cut
tooth ..The balance of the article contains four parts. The first
part provides some preliminary geometrical considerations.
The next part contains the analysis. Applications are
presented in the third part, and the final part makes some
conclusions for mechanical design.

Preliminary Geometrical Concepts
Consider the pitch plane and a circular-cut tooth centerline

as shown in Fig. 3. X and Yare the Cartesian axes with origin
at 0, the gearcenter. Xl and YI ar'e axes parallel to X and
Y with origin at C, the cutter center. C has X and Y coor-
dinates (H, V). R.: is the mean "mean cutter radius"; that is,
~ is the distance from C to the tooth surface in the pitch
plane. The cutter radius f1 for other points on the tooth sur-
face is a function of the elevation z of those points above
or below the pitch plane. For example, for and "inside" tooth
surface r1 might be expressed as:

(1)



Fig. 1- Spiral Bev I Crown GEar and Idrntifying Planes

Fig. l-Spiral Bevel GeaJ as a limiting Form of a "'Stepped" Straight-Toothed
Gear

where Hz) describes the cutter tooth geometry. Finally in Fig.
3, R, and R, are the inner ("toe") and outer ("heel") tooth
radii and rfm is the spiral angle at the mean tooth radius Rn,.

Consider a typical point P along the tooth 'centerline. Let
r be the radial distance OP and let f be the angle between
OP and the X axis as shown in Fig. 4. Let Xz and Y2 bea
third coordinate system and let its origin be C and let it be
inclined at an angle I: to Xl and Y). Then Xz is parallel to
OP. Finally, let rf be 'the spiral angle at P as shown.

The angle ".f and the radial distance r are not independent,
but are related by the expression(2.4l

(2)

(This relation foUows from the Law of cosines with triangle
ope by noting that the cosine of the angle at. P is sin,p.) U
Rm is the mean tooth radius, Equation (2) may be expressed
as:

(This relation is obtained by noting in Fig. 3 that H and V
may be expressed as H - Rm- R.:sin,pm and V = l\:
cos,pm.)

The tooth profile in the transverse plane at the typica1 point

Nomenclature
O! - Half-Cone Angle
f - Angle Between OPand the X-axis (Fig. 4)
!/I - Spiral Angle
!/1m - Spirall Angle at the mean, Tooth Radius
Q - Radius of the Circular Profile and Involute

Generating Circle
6 - Pl'es5U1'e Angle in the Traasverse Plane
f)c - Complement of the Pressure Angle
(j - Pressure Angle in the Normal Plan
E. '1 - Coordinate System in the Normal Plane (Fig. 8l'
a.b - Coordinates of the Center of a Circular Tooth

Profile (fig. 7)
C - Cutter Center
F(z) - Function Defi~ the Cutter Tooth Geometry
H, V - X and Y Coordina.tes ,of C
o - Ge,ar Center
r - Radial Distance
rl - General Cutter Radius
~ - Mean Cutter Radius
Rj - Inner ('Toe") Tooth Ramus
R, - Outer ("Heel") Tooth Radius
Rm - Mean Tooth Radius
X, Y - Cartesian Axes with Origin at 0
Xl, Y1- Cartesian Axes with Origin at C
X2• Y2-Cartesian Axes with Origin at C (Fig. 4)
z - Elevation Ahov,e or Below the .Pitch Plane
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P depends upon r (or .p). The following part of the article
containing the central analysis, discusses these tooth profile
changes between different transverse planes along the tooth
centerline for various cutter profiles.

Analysis of Toath Profile Changes Between Transverse Planes
Equation (1) provides a relationship between the cutter

radius rl and the elevation z of a point on the tooth surface.
By solving for z. the relationship may be expressed in the
form:

(4)

The cutter profile, described by the function F{z) of Equa-
tion (1), is thus also described by the function f(rl) in Equa-
tion (4); however, in Equation (4), the ensuing tooth surface
is readily seen to be a surface of revolution. Equation (4) may
also be viewed as providing a description of the tooth pro-
file in the normal plane.

The cutter radius rl may be expressed in terms of the
coordinates Xl, Yl and x:z, Y2 in the fonn:

(S)

Hence, by comparing Equations (4) and (S), z may be con-
sidered to be a function of Xl and Yl or of X2 and Y2' If Xl

or Xz has a constant value. Equation (4) provides a descrip-
tion of the tooth profile in a transverse plane, For example,
if Xl ... Rcsin.pm' the tooth profile in the mid-transverse
plane is

(6)

That is, the elevation of a point on the tooth surface in the
mid-transverse plane depends upon YI' For a general
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transverse plane, Equation (6) may be expressed as:

z = f ([Rc2sin2lf + rz)"') = g(yz, If) (7)

Thus, the tooth profile in a general transverse plane
depends upon the spiral angle'" which, in tum, is a function
of the radial distance r, through Equation (3).

Equation (7) Can be used to study tooth profile changes
between the transverse planes. For example, a comparison
of g(Y2' "') with g(Y2,"'m) provides a measure of the
modification of the transverse profile from the profile in the
mid-transverse plane. Equation (7) is also useful for deter-
mining the pressure angle changes between the transverse
planes. To see this, consider the profile in the transverse plane
depicted in Fig. 5. Let (J be the pressure angle and let (Jc be
its complement. Then, for the inside tooth surface tan(Je is;

(8)

or

(9)

But since tanOc = cotO, the pressure angle () (in the trans-
verse plane is

(10)

Equation (:1.0)may be viewed asan algorithm which pro-
vides the pressure angle as a function of the radial distance
r from the gear center. Moreover, it is a valid algorithm for
any cutter profile.

Example Applications
Equation (10) was used to study the pressure angle changes
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FIg. 5- Tooth Profile in the Transverse Plane

through the transverse plane along the inside tooth surface
for three cutter profile shapes: 1) a straight line profile, 2)
a circular profile, and 3) an involute profile.

1. Straight Line Cutter Profile. Fig. 6 depicts a straight line
tooth profile in the normal plane. In this case Equation (4)
takes the form:

(11)

where R.: is the mean cutter radius and (r is the cutter in-
clination, By substituting into Equation (10) we obtain the
transverse plane pressure angle,

where we have replaced fl by (R~ sin2,p + rl)V, as in Equa-
tion (6). The spiral angle if; may be expressed i.n terms of the
radial distance r by either Equation (2) or (3). Hence, () is
a function of r.

Fig. 9 shows a computer drawn graph of ,f) in the pitch plane
(that is, with Y2 = -·Rccos~) for Rc + 6.0 in. (lS.24cm),
R.n = 7.0 in. (17.7&m), ,pm =70°, and a =70.

2. Circuwr Cutter Profile. Fi.g. 7 depicts a circular tooth
profile in the normal plane. In this case, the equation of the
profile may be expressed as:

(13)

where a, b, and Q' are the circle center coordinates and the
circle radius as shown in Fig. 7. If a is the cutter inclination
at the mean cutter radius, then a and b may be expressed as:

<II = R.:: + e sina: and b = -(1 C05a (14)

Hence. Equation (4) may be expressed in the form:
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Fig. 6 - Straight-Line Tooth Profile in the Normal Plane

Then by substituting into Equation (10), we obtain the trans-
verse plane pressure angle:

() = tan -1 ~ ({;I2 - [(~ sin.2,p +y§)"" - R.: - e sina]2 ~.

(~ sin2,p -t rl)V'.

[(~ sin2,p + rl)'''' - Rc- e sina]-l Y2] (16)
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FIg. 7 - Circular Tooth Profil in the Normal Plane
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Fig. 8-Involute Tooth Profile in the 'ormal Plane Togeth r with the in-
volute Generating Circle

where. as before, we have replaced r1 by (~in2,.t.. + 11)'11.

Fig. 9 also shows a graph of Equation (16) for R.: - 6.0 in.
(15.24 em). Rm - 7.0 in. (17.7&rn), e "'"'1.0 in..(2.54cm).
!/1m - 30", a - 70", and Y2 - -Rccos,.t...

r

3,.. Involute Profile. Fig. 8 depicts an involute tooth profile
in the normal plane, together with the generating circle of
the involute. In terms of the t.lJ.coordina.te system, the coor-
dinates of a typical point P on the involute curve may be
expressed as:

~= Q' (sin/3 - /3cos/3) (17)

and

."= e (co5/3 + flsmp) (18)

where e is the radius of the generating circle and 6 is the
pressure angle in the normal plane. Equations (17) and (18)
are parametric equations of the profile with (3 being the
parameter. In the z, r1 coordinate system these equations
may be written as:

Z '"" - 110 + e «(05/3 + 6sin(3) (19)

and

rl == R.: -eo + e (sin/3 - /3cosfJ) (20)

where ~ and 110 are 'the values of e and." when 6 = hr/2)
-0: (that is, ~ and 110 are the coordinates of the intersection
oE the profile and the r)-axis.)
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In this case, the parametric Equations (19) and (20) replace
Equation (4). In Equation (10), f'(rl) becomes

Hence, the pressure angle :in the transverse plane is:

(22)

where, as before, we have replaced r1 by (~in21f + Y2)",
and where in this case, Y2 is related to f3 through Equation
(20), leading to the expression:

Finally, Fig. 9 also shows a graph of Equation (22) for
~ = 6.0 in .. (IS.24cm), Rm = 7.0 in. (17.78cm) e - 7.0
in. (17.78cm). Ifrn = 30, (J = 200

, and Y2 given by Equa-
tion (23).

Discussion and Conclusions
Fig. 9 shows the pressure angle variation in the transverse

planes for the diHerent cutter profile shapes. In each case the
variation is similar, resulting in a pressure angle change of
approximately 3D or 15% from heel to toe. For conical gears,
this change in pressure angle would be enhanced by the fac-
tor (l/sina) where a is the half-cone angle,u;)

The effects of this pressure angle change on the gear
kinematics, stress, and wear are unknown, but they could
be significant.

Finally, the question arises as to whether it would be possi-
ble to adjust the cutter profile £(rl) so that the transverse
plane pressure angle would be independent of r, the radial
position on the gear. An examination of Equation (10) shows
that f is not an explicit function of X2 or Y2' This means it
is riot possible to adjust f to make r1/f'(rl)Y2 a constant.
Therefore, the pressure angle changes exhibited in Fig. 9 will
'be similar for all circular cut gears regardless of the cutter
profile,
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RULIES A.ND FORMULA FOR: 'G,EA.R SIIZ:ES

To Fi!ld

IDIA'MIETRAL PIITCH* SPUR 'GEARS

To Find

CIIIRCULAR P'IITCiHt S'PUR G'EARS

Ruh:

Diarr.e'tral Ci,cu1n Pi.tch
Pitch

Diame'trat Pitch Diamc-te1' and
Pitch Number or Teeth

Ruh:

D: v ide 3.1416 by the Clr·
eular Pitch.

Circlliar
Pitch

Divide Numbel or ·(e·eth
by Pitch Diameter.------ ----------1-----------

Divide Number of Teeth
plus 2 by OlJtsid.:: Dram·
erer.

Diaml:t.al Outside Diameter
P,tch and' Numb~ 'of

T'eeth

Circular
Pitch

Pitch
Diameter·

----- --------1 ---------
Divide Number or T'edh

by Di.amet:ral Pitch.

Circula.r
P'itch

----1------- ---------

Pitch
Diameter

Pitch
Diameler

Num'bfi of Teeth
and D'i,B,metral
Pilch

Nllmlm' cr Teeth
and Outside Di-
ameter

Out.ide' Diameter
,snd Di.,me·bal
.Pitch

'Outside
Diameter

Outlide'
Diameter

---- ----------
Out. ide

Diameter

Number of Teeth
a.nd Di,ametral
Pitch

Pitch DiametenUld
Diamd:ra.1 Pitch

Pitch Diameter ,!!nd
Number of Teeth

Outside ,Numbtr 0' Teeth
Di meter and Addendum

I

· Nu;;;;;;- Pitch Diameter and
cr Te~ Diametral Pitch

Numbt!or
of Tedh

Thiclu!!~as
or T,ooth

Addendum

Root

Wor'kinl
Depth

Outside Diameter
and Diamet.rall
Pitch

Oiamelr!!1 Pi,tch

Dj.metral Pi,tch

DJ8md~IIJ Pitch

Oi.metral Pitch

Whole
D~pth

Diametral Pitch

DiamdralPitch

P'itch
DiameterDi v ide Ihe product of 01.1t·

side Diameter and Num·
ber or Teeth by Number
Qr Teeth 1'11112.

Hllving

DiametralPitch

Pitch Diameter lind
Number or Teeth

Outside Diameter
and Number of
Teeth

Numbt!or of Teeth
nd Ciu~ul8,r

Pitch

Divide 3.1416' by the Di.-
metral Pitch, I

Di ...ide Pitch Diametn- by
flte product of .31,83and
Num,ber of Teefh.

Divide Outside Diame'l~
b~the produc~~f_.31~J 'I

and lit Number of
Tkth 1'11.112.

Divide the product of
Number 0' Teeth lInd
OQUide Diameter by
Number of Teeth 1'11112.

The' continued product 'of
fhe Numbfi of Teeth.
the 'Circular Pitch and
.lUIl.

, Number of T·eeth
nd 'Outside Di-

ameter

Number of T'l!'eth The continued product. of
and t~he Circular the Number of T,eeth
Pitch 1'1111 2, the' 'Circular

_________ I . III----P_it_ch_._!!_n_d,_.3_1_~_._,.__
Pit,ch Diameter and I

the Circular
Pitch

Pitch
Diameter

Nltmber
of Teeth

- 1,1_---- -

pj,tch I A.dd~,nd um 8 nd
I .Diameter Numlm' or Teeth

Subtract. from the Outside
Diameter the quotient
or 2' divided by the Dia·
metraJ Pitch.

Pitch
.DiemeterMultiply Addendum by

the NUlllbe'!' or Teeth.

Divid.e N\Jmb~r of Teeth
plus 2 by 'the Diametral
Pitch.

Pite'lt
Dillm.et·er

Add to the Pitch Diameter
the quotient of 2:divided
by the Diametr IPitch. QUhide

Dillm'eter
.Divide the Number or

T"ccth plus 2 by the QIUO'
Henl. 'of Number or
Teeth divided by Pitch
Diameter.

Ou,tlide
Dil!mete'!'

Multiplythl: Number of
Tedh plus 2 by Adden-
dum. .

Ouh.ide
Dililmeter

Multiply Pitch Diameter
by the Di!lmetral.Pitch.

Multiply Outside Di m-
eter by the Diametra]
Pit,ch and subtraet 2.

Thickness
of ToothDi v ide 1.5108 by the Dia-

metral Pitch.

Outside Diameter
and Circlliar
Pitch

Addendum !lind
Numbe'!' or Teeth

Num!)er 'of Teeth
and Addendum

Pi'tchDiameter lind
nd Circular

Pitch

Circular Pitch

Subtract ,rrom the Outllde
Di!llmeter the product ,of
the Cireulu Pitch and,
.6366.

MuJ;ti.pl,), the Numw of
Tl.'eth 'by the Adden-
dum.

Add te the Pitch Diam·
erer the' product ,of the
Circulllr Pitch and .6366.

Multiply the .Atfdendum
by the N'umber or T'eeth
p'lu,,2.

Divide' 'the' product ,of
Pit ch D'i..!IImeter .'nd
J.I""16 by the C'irculu
Pitch.

One- ball the Circ,eu,'!,ar
Pitch.

Di v !d~. 1 'by the Di'amehlll
Pilch.

RootDivide 1.157 by the Din·
metral Pitch:

Wl)rking
DepthDivide' 2 by the Diemelral

Pitch.

Whole
Depth

'Circular Pitch

Divide 2.1S1 by the Dia·
metral Pitch.

Di ...ide .157 by theOia·
metral Pitch.

1
Dividethiclrness of Tooth I

lI,t Pitch Line by 1'0. I

Circul'ar Pitch

Circular Pitch

Cireulu Pitch

Muhiply the Circul.r
Pitch by .36B3.

------1
Multiply the 'Circular

Pitch by .6366.

Mulltiply the Circular
Pitch by .6 66.

Mulltiplly t'he Circul~8r
Pitch by .OS.

l!IOthe Thicknul or 1

Tooth at Pitch ,L'i"e. IL- ~ L_ ,

-:Diam et rail Pitch il the Number or Teeth to ncb inch of Pitch
Diameter.

tCir,eu'lar Pitch il the di,lance 'rom, 'the center or one' tooth to
the center or the next tooth" mealured "'onl, tile pitch c1lFcle..
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ENGINEERIN,G ,CONSTANTS,
USEIF'UL INFO,RMATION

Circumf:erence of a Circle == Diameter X 3.1416.
Diameter of ,8 Circle = Circumference X .3183.

Area of a Circle = Diameter Squared X .7854.
Doubling the Diameter of a Circle Increases its Area

Four Times.
Area of Rectangle"" Length X Breadth.
Area of Triangle = Base X ~~Perpendicular Height.
Area of Elipse = Product of Both Diameters X .7854.
Area. of Parallelogram = Base X Altitude.
Side of an Inscribed.Cube = RadiusofSphere X 1.1547.
Side of an Inscribed Square = Diameter X 0.7071 or

Circumference X 0.2251 or Circum. + 4.4428.
Side of an Equal Square == Diameter X .8862.
Square:

Aside X 1.4H2 == Diameter of its Circumscribing
Circle.

A side X 4.443 == Circumference of its Circumscrib-
ing Circle.

A side XI., 128 = Diameter of an Equal Circle.
A side X 3.547 = Circumference of an Equal Circle.

Dimensions of Equal Cube = Diameter of Ball X
0.806.

Cubic Inches in a Ball = Diameter Cubed X .52.16.,
Convex Surface of a Bal,l= Square the Diameter X

3.1416.
Cubic Contents of a Cone = Area of Base X I.~ the

Altitude.
:Surface of Frustum 'Of Cone or Pyramid = Sum of

Circumference of Both Ends X Y2 Stant Height +
Area of both Ends.

Contents of Frustum of Cone or Pyramid = Multiply
Area of Two Ends and Get Square Root. Add the
Two Areas and X !i Altitude.

Doubling the Diameter of a Pipe Increases its Capac-
ity Four Times.

A GaUon of Water ,(U.S.Std.) Weighs 8~:1 Lbs. and
Contains 231 Cubic Inches.

A Cubic Foot of Water Contains 71., Gallons and
- Contains 1728 Cubic Inches and Weighs. 62.4 Lbs.

at a Temperature ofa.bout 62 Deg. F .. The Weight
Varies Slightly with the Temperature, To Find the
Pressure in Pounds Per Square Inch of a Column
of Water = Height of Co,lumn in Feet X .434. No
Allowance is Made for Friction.

Ar,ea of a Seetor or a Circle = One-half the Length of
the Arc X .R.adius of the Circle.

Gasoline has a specific gr.avity of .72. and consequently
weighs 5.96 pounds per gallon. This applies to 760
gasoline ..

A foot-pound represents. the work required to raise a
weight of one pound to a height of one foot. There
are 33,0001 foot-pounds to a horse-power.

A B,ritish Thermal Unit represents the amount of heat
required to raise the temperature of one pound of
water ODe degree Fahrenheit. at or near 39,0 F. Its
symbol is B.T.U .. There are 778 foot-pounds ina
B.T.U.

There are 42.4 B.T.U. to a horsepower.
The thermal ,efficiency of a good internal combustion

motor is from 30 to 35 per cent.
The mechanical efficiency of Si good internaI combus-

tion motor should be between 85 and 90' per cent.
On direct dri.ve. with an efficient transmission and

differential. about 88 per cent of the power furo•

nished by the meter should be delivered at the rear
wheel.

Under the best. conditions. about 75 per cent or the
indicated horsepower of the engine should be avail-
able for useful. work.

If the work performed at the rear wheels is reduced
to heat units, it will be found that about 23 per
cent of the energy represented by the heating value
of the Juel is available as useful work.

The pistonspeed ,of a rnotor shoald not exceed 1,000
feet per minute.

The peripheral velocity of a cast iron flywheel should
not exceed 5,000 feet per minute. Should it exceed
this speed, there would be danger of the flywheel
bursting from centrifugal force.

Atmosphere (14.7 lbs, per square inch) = 1..033511:110-
grammes per square centimetre.

1 Feot-peund = O.~382' kilogrammetre.
1 lb. per square inch = O.0703077l1:ilogramme per

square cerrtimetre = 0.703·1. gr.amme per :square
millimetre = 5.17.0 centimetres of mercury -at 0'
degree centigrade.
Kilograrnme per square millimetre = 1422.32 lbs.
per square inch = 0'.635 ton per square in.

1 Kilcgramme per square centimetre = 14.2232Ibs.
per square inch.
Gramme per square millimetre = 1.422 lbs. per
square inch.

I Kilogramrnetre = 7.233 root-pounds.
1 Gramm.e per square centimetre == 0.01422: lb. per

square inch.
1 Calorie or French unit or heat = 3.968 British Ther-

mal Units.
French mechanical equivalent of heat (42'5 kilo.gram-

metres) = 3.074 foot-pounds per unit.
Calorie per square metre = 0.36'9 heat-units per
square foot.

1 Calorie per kilogramme = 1.800 heat-units per lb.
English unit of heat, or heat-unit = 0 ..252 calorie.
English mechanical equivalent to one heat-unit (778

foot-pounds) = W0.67 kilogrammetrea.
Engl.ish heat-unit per square foot = 2.713 calories
per square metre.

~ English heat-unit per lb. = 5.9 calor-ie per kilo-
gramme.
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52 'Gear Technology

Fig. ::I (Lelt) - Bevel gears. These shafts intersecl al
a.right angle, although bevel gears may also be used
between shafts that intersect at larger or smaller
angles. (Courtesy Mobil Oil Corporation.]

This article is an excerpt from Machine Design Fun-
damentals, John Wi12y & SOrl5, Inc., Publisher.

Transmission of power between non-
parallel shafts is inherently more difficult
than transmission between parallel
shafts, but is justified when it saves space
and results in more compact, more
balanced designs. Where axial space is
limited compared to radial space, angular
drives are preferred despite their higher
initial cost. For this reason, angular gear
motors and worm gear drives are used
extensively in preference to parallel shaft
drives, particularly where couplings,
brakes, and adjustable mountings add to
the axial space problem of parallel shaft
speed reducers.

In angular drives, the gears not only
rotate in different planes, but contact is
frequently diagonal across the Face of
mating teeth (fig. 1). Such gears are
generally more difficult to design,
manufacture. and install and thus cost
more than equivalent spur and parallel-
axis helical gears. They are also more
sensitive to mounting and manufactur-
ing errors. In addition, mounting on
overhanging shafts makes some types
sensitive to shaft deflections. As with
spur and helical gearing, optimum design
becomes a compromise. Two general
classifications cover the right-angle gears:
coplanar types, which have intersecting
axes, and offset types, which have
non intersecting or skew axes (their axes
do not lie in a common plane).

Bevel Gears
Bevel gears provide the most efficient

means of transmitting power between in-
tersecting shafts. The related friction
wheels are frustrums of cones, and the



Gears For Nonparallel Shafts

gears developed on these conical surfaces
are called bevel gears. If teeth are cut
straight across the faces of conical
blanks, the gears are called straJ:ghtbevel;
when the t.eetharetwisted along a curved
path, thegears are termed spiral bevel
(Figs. 1 and 2.) The involute tooth fonn
is used.

Customarily, tooth dimensions are
detennined in a transverse plane {perpen-
dicular to the common dement of the
pitch cortes) at the large end of the teeth
(Fig. 3a). Intersection of tooth surfaces
with this plane gives a tooth profile as
shown in fig.3b. Fig. 3aa]so shews that
the shaft angle equa]s the sum of the
pitch angles, Thus

~'" C. + r,

where

I(sigmal ; shari angle: deg
C,,(gamma) = pilch angle of pinion: deg
r(;'lgamma)= pitch angle of gear: deg

fig.3c indicates that the following
relationship exists for E = 90 deg,

-- r' d NpIan; -;-
-p 0 Nc;

_ 0 NG
tan rG = - ::::.-::-::---- d N"

where

d = pitch diameter of pinion; mm, in.
D = pitch diameter of gea..r; mm, in.

Np ,= number of teeth in pinion
NG = number of 'teeth in gear

Nomenclature and symbolScemmonly
used for straightbevel gears are shown

by
Dr. Uffe Hindhede

Black Hawk College
Moline,. IL

in Fig. 4. The similarity to spur gearing
should be noted. With few exceptions,
the nomenclature also applies to spiral
bevel gears ..

Equivalent spur gears is a term com-
monly used in connection with bevel
gears. Two bevel gears roll on each other
in the same manner as a pair of spur
gearswlth pitch diameters equal to those
ef the bevel gears. In. Fig..4 the equiv.a1ent
spur gear would have a. pitch diameter
Dc-

AlITHOR:

DR. um HINDHIDE is al1 Associa.!e Pr0-
fessor in the Engineen'ng Related Tech11ology
Department at .Black Hawk Coll'ege. Moline.
.ntinois. He is a graduate of the Technical
University of Denmark and the UniveTSilyo!
Illinois, Hindkede has authored several
technical papers and articles. fie is the prin-
cipal author of Machine Design' Fundamen-
tals and 50le writer of the dlRpter On ,Gears
for Non-Parallel Shafts.

(1)

(2)

Flg, 2 (Belqw) - Spiral bevlilgears. (CoUJ'tesy
Mobil. Oil Ccrporation.)

(3)



Nomenclature
C = center distance
d = pitch diameter of bevel

pinion and worm
D = pitch diameter of bevel

gear or worm gear
DG = pitch diameter of worm

gear
Dw = pitch diameter of worm

e = efficiency
L = lead of worm

m module
me - speed ratio

tic, I1w - speed of gear and
worm, respectively

Np number of teeth in
pinion

Ne = number of teeth in gear
Nw = number of teeth in

worm
p,,-axial pitch
Pc - circular pitch
Pd - diametral pitch
TR thermal rating

X{lambda) lead angle
I'(gamma) = pitch angle
.l:(sigma) shaft angle

1,l-(psi) helix angle
O(theta) friction angle

The difference between spiral and
straight bevel gears is that spiral. teeth
have a gradual pitch line contact and a
larger number of teeth in contact. Their
teeth, instead of engaging in a full line
contact.at once, engage with one another
graduaUy. This continuous contact
makes it possible to obtain smoother
action than is possible with straight
bevels.

Arrangement
Bevel gears are widely used where a

right-angle change in direction of shaft-
ing is required, although the shafts
occasionally may intersect at acute or
obtuse angles [Fig.5). 'Alhenof equal size
and mounted on shafts at right angles,
they are referred to as miter gears (Fig..
Sb). A bevel gear with a right (90 deg)
pitch angle is a crown gear (Fig. Se). In-
ternal bevel gearing, like internal spur or
helical gearing, is sometimes used in
planetary or internal gear arrangements
(Fig..sf).

Application
Straight bevel gears, like spur gears,

54 Gear Technology
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Fig. 3 - Basic bevel ge.ar sections. (Courtesy General Motors Corporation.)

Fig. 4-Nomendatu~e for bevel gears. (Courtesy General Motors Corporation.)

are well suited for manual and low-speed
operations, such as in small hoists,
valves, gates, or doors. \iVhen greater
speed and more power are required,
spiral bevel gears are preferable.

ratio of tooth numbers. For bevel gears,
it is also the ratio of corresponding pitch
radii. or diameters of the pitch cones
(Fig. 4).

Design of Bevel Gears
Bevelgears are simple modifications of

spur gears. Beam straight and surface
durability determine size and surface
hardness. The AGMA formuJ'asused are
therefore simple modifications of the for-
mulas used for calculating spur gears.

Mounting
Bevel gears require larger shaft

diameters and heavier bearings because
they impose high reaction loads on
bearings.

Speed Ratio.
As in spur gears, the speed ratio is the

Example 1
A pair 'of straight-toothed bevel gears
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are to be designed for a shaft angle of 90
deg and a reduction ratio of roughly 3:1.
If the pinion is to have aminimum of }'7

teeth, find pitchangles and the numb r
of teeth in the gear.

Solution
N - (3)(17) + 1 - 52 leads to a hun-

ting ratio equal Ito 3.06:1. Assuming a
module m, we obtain for the equivalent
spur gears:

0'= m (17 mm) D = m (52 mm)

I' N" 1.7 Ir --
Ian , " = N~ = 52 - p =UI •• del

Nc; 52
tan, fr =' - = - --- rc:; = 71 9 d -

-y N~ 17 ' .-

Check:

.L, = F, + fa = 18.1 deg + 71.9deg

=90deg

Hypo,id Gears
Hypoid gears closely resemble spiral

bevel gears except thatthe pinion does
not meet the ring gear at Us center. It
meets it at a lower point (Fig. 6). The
pitch surfaces are hyperboloids from
which the term "hypoid" was derived.
Curved teeth contribute to smooth,
noiseless operation even at high speed.

Hypoid gears grew out of a need for
silent automotive diHerentials that wouJd
also allow the drive shaft ,to be placed
well below the cente:rline of therear axle,
thus contributing to a [ower body design.
Because the two shafts do not intersect,
m 'two rear axles, instead 'of one, can be
successively driven from the same trans-
mission shaft. and (2) bearings can be
mounted on both sides of the pinion.
Although the altered tooth shape results
in more sliding, lower efficiency, and th
need for special. lubricants,. it provid s a
perfectly smooth drive and solves at
major auecmotive problem-noise.

Helical Gearing
Helical. gearing is a 'term applied to all
types of gears whose teeth are of helical
form .. Helicalgears work equally well 'to,
connect parallel shafts and nonparallel,
nonintersecting shafts. In the latter ea ,
however, a distinction. must be mad be-

Fill. 6 (Bottom l.efll- Hypoid 81ar and pinian.
These gears transmll motion between noninl:e'r-
:sectil'lg .shafts ,crossing t right angl . The pilch
, urfaces are hyperbolic in, form. (Courtesy Mobil
OiJ Cotparation.l
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Fig..7 - Crossed helical gears. These gears transmit
motion between nonlntersecting shafts crossing al
an acute angle. The teeth are developed on cylin-
drical pitch surfaces. SInce oru~point contact ex-
ists between the gears, this arrangement is rarely
used to transmit loads of any magnitude. (Courtesy
of Mobil Oil Corporaticn.)

Itween a gea:rand a worm, even though
both have helical Iteeth. As seen in Fig.
7, the teeth on this sear make only a frac-
tion of a revolution on the base cylinder.
That the toethcurvatnre is helical is not
even obvious, What the teeth lack in
length, however, they make up for in
number, which always exceeds 10 ..

Crossed. Helical Gearing
fig. 7 shows this form of gearing. For

what they can. do kinematically, crossed
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helical gears are the acme of simplicity.
Tooth contact, however, is only a point
which greatly limits their power 'trans-
mission capability.

Worm Gearing
Worm gear drives are used on right-

angle applications with nonintersecting
shafts. They provide smooth, quiet ac-
tion and maximum reduction ratios for
at given center distance. These favorable
characteristics are obtained by using a
worm gear combination. As seen in Fig.
8, the gear has teeth inclined at the same
angle as the threads in the worm, For
speed reduction or torque amplification,
the worm is the d.river.

In a worm, the number of teeth rarely
exceeds 10 (one to four teeth is common,
as shown in Figs. 8 and 9). Each tooth,
however, makes at least one revolution
on the base cylinder, U only one tooth
is used. it winds around the base cylinder
several times like a screw thread.

Worm gearing derives its character-
istics .from the two simple machines of
which it is composed: the screw and the
lever, From the screw it obtains a large
mechanical advantage but a somewhat
lower efficiency because of larger friction
forces.. The conjugate tooth action is
identical to that of a large spur gear and
rack (Fig. 8). As the worm revolves, the

thread form advances along its axis and
the worm gear rotates ill corresponding
amount. The presence of a scr~ instead
of a rack ensures ill vastly greater output
torque on the gear shaH. The net ,effect
is a torque converter of superior capa-
city but, because of inherent sliding
action, one of reduced e.fficiency,

Worm gear terms are shown in Fig. 9.
In this particular case the lead, the
distance advanced during one [ievolution,
is three times greater than the pitch,
Triple-threaded worms are more efficient
than single-threaded worms (due to less
friction), but their reduction ratio is only
one-third that of the single~th"eaded
worm,

Fig, 10 shows the basic difference be-
'tween single- and double-thread wO.MnS.

The slope or helix angle of the double-
thread wonn is tunce that of the single-
thread wonn, as is the lead. Thus, for
one revolution the double-theead worm
will advance or tum. its mating gea:r an
angle twice that 'of the single-thread
worm ..

Tooth breakage hom. bending action
is not prevalent in.worm gear sets. With
relatively high sliding velocities, the
design criteria are usually based on scor-
ing and pitting. Scoring is weal' resulting
from failure of the lubricant film due 'to
localized overheating of the mesh, per-

Fig. 8 - Worm gear. In this drawing the worm is
represented as an endless rack. The· resulting pilch
surfaces an! a plane and a cylinder. [Courtesy Mobil
Oil Corporation.)



Fig. 9-Worm gear terms. (Courtesy MobU Oil
Co.rporation. )

miuing metal-to-metafccnract ..Because
more teeth are ineentact simultaneously,
worm. gearing provides smoother opera-
Han than involute gearing. The contact
area is also larger. Thus load capacity is
high despite sliding action and fine con-
tact. Entering side wedgesare produced
on modem worm. gears to generate a
load-supporting oil film ..

Theadvantagti of worm gearing com-
pared to spur and helical gearing are:

1. A more compact design for the same
reduction ratio or power capacity.

2. Much greater speed reduction and tor-
que amplification in. a. single step.

3. Smooth and silent operation that can
withstand higher shock loads and
higher momentary loads.

The disadvantages compared with Of-

dinary gearing are:

1.. Lower and varying ,efficiency.
.2:. Greater axial forces requlnng costlier

bearings.
3,. Overheating that limits duration and

capacity for power transmission.

Worm 'Gear Terminology
and Ki~e:matics

Fig. 11 shows worm gear terminology
and development of a worm thread. For
reasons of clarity, a triple-threaded
worm. was used. A worm can be single,
double, triple, quadruple, or multi-
'threaded, plus left or righthanded.
Threads in excess of 10 are rarely
advantageous.

Axial pitch (p,.) of a worm (fig. 11) is
the distance measured axially from a
Point on one thr-·- -- ad to til -,colT""'""n.:l:""~a e IJ_ --~~ ... -_c""''6

•
.............

•
Fig. 10- The difference between a single- and a double-thread wonn.

(Courtesy Bureau of Naval Personnel.)

waying:m
bing"I.Versatile. " .
commodate
for external

Hansfo~d Manufacturing Corp.
al11 Winton Road South
Rochester, New York 14623
1(7118)427-0860
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Fig. 11- Wo.rmgear terminology and development of a worm thread. (For clarity, a multithreaded worm
was used.)

point on the next. thread. For proper
mesh, Pa must equal the circular pitch p',
of the gear.

Lead (L) is the distance L that a thread
advances in one tum of the worm. Thus

where N is the number ·of threads on the
worm; e.g., Nw = 2 for a double-
threaded worm.

Lead angle t'Xu,) is the angle between
a tangent to the thread at the pitch
diameter and a plane normal to the
worm axis.

Velocity ratio (mG) is the ratio of
pitch circumference of gear to lead of
worm, which equals tooth ratio. It is also
the ratio of worm speed to gear speed.
Thus

p4Nc; NG"" De
me =T= N...= nc = D. tan A. (5)

For worm. and gear to mesh properly,
the lead angle of the worm must equal
the helix angle of the gear (Xu, = VtG),
and axial pitch of the worm must equal
circular pitch of the gear (pQ= Pc).
Since the circumference of the pitch cir-
de of the gear can be expressed as 1tDG
Or p,NG, this leads to

58 Gear Teel1nology

Substitution into Eq. 5 gives

(4)
as another expression of the speed
relationship.

Development of one turn. of the worm
leads to a triangle, as shown in Fig. 11.
This triangle shows that

Center distance is 0,5 (Ow + Dd,
which can. also be 'expressed as

L
C =217 (me + cot A",) (9)

(6)

Thermal Ratings
\lVhen worm gear teeth slide across the

surfaces of mating worm threads, far
more heat is generated than when the
same load is carried by any other type
of gearing. These thermal conditions
raise the operating temperature of the oil,
thereby reducing its load-carrying
capacity. To keep oil temperatures below
critical levels, manufacturers publish
thermal ratings for each unit that indicate
the maximum power input that produces
a safe rise in oil temperature. Because

t G.II-----1f-7iL---t-.>"''-!---+----::~1-t

;.1I--:H'i+-t

fig. 12-Efficiencyas a function of lead angle and
coefficient of friction, -

(8)

common gear lubricants deteriorate
rapidly at temperatures above 90°C
(19S°F), operating levels are usually kept
at or below 75°C (170°F). dearly, design
of worm gearing must include tempera-
ture effects, as well as strength and wear,
as a limiting factor. Of thethree, over-
heating is the controlling parameter. For
example-a worm gear may have a ther-
mal raring of 5 kW and a mechanical
rating of 7 kW for the higher speed
ranges. This means that the gearing is
capable of transmitting more than 5 kW
as far as strength and wear are con-
cerned - but not without overheating ..
Recently, however, the use of computers
has improved worm geometry, thereby
narrowing the gap between thermal and
mechanical capacity ..

Efficiency of Worm Ge.aring
While spur and helical gearing exhibit

very high and virtually constant efficien~
cies (0'.98 to 0.99),. those of worm gear-
ing may range from a low of 0.50' to a
high of around 0.98. General~y, ,effici-
ency varies inversely with speed ratio
provided the coefficient of friction does
not change. The various parameters
determining efficiency do not have a
linear relationship (!Fig, 12). Instead, ef-
ficiency e increases with decreasing coef-
ficients of friction. Efficiency is greatly
influenced by the lead angle for small
values, but less and less as ). increases ...
A maximum is reached for). = 45 deg ..

For a well-designed, well-lubricated
unit, the following isa fair approxima-



Fig. 13 (Right) - Typical worm gear reduction unit.
(Courtesy Bodine Electric Company.)

tion to efficiency.

tall JIi.
,(!=----

Ian (A. + 6) (10)

where

(J = arctan f = friction angle

Back-driving is the tenn used when the
gear drives 'the wonn. In this reverse ac-
tion speed is increased at the expense of
force. Back-driving can thus be used to
advantage in speedup drives for cen-
trifuges and turbochargers .. The corre-
sponding expression for efficiency is

lan('\ - 8)
e= (11)

tan A

Theoretically, back-driving is possible
only for .>. >IJ, that is, when the lead .angIe
is greater than the friction angle. In
reality, this reverse action occurs for
higher values of 8. Vibration, present in
most mecharueal equipment, effectively
lowers friction, thereby reducing "self-
locking" to "a mechanical fringe benefit."
Only a brake can effectively prevent
back-driving.

Optimum Design
Even though worm gear dnves are

among the oldest mechanisms, they are
one of the least understood. Because of
their inherent complexides, precise
analytkali methods have not evolved, so
design relies heavHyon trial-and-error
testing .. Worm gears have, however,
reached a high degree of perfection.
Thus, by analyzing the expression for ef-
ficiency, we may single out major design
parameters and compare them with the
industrial end product

Low coefficients of friction are ob-
'tamed by musing dissimilar metals for
worm and gear, (2) providing smooth
tooth surfaces, and (3) ensuringadequat'e
lubrication. For instance, hardened and
ground steel worms are used with gears
of phosphor bronze or cast iron. Special
lubricants are available for worm
gearing.

large lead angles are also desirable,
butare obtained at the expense of lower

C G
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speed ratios. Consider the following
equation.

L p.N;
tan A ::: -. "" -- (U)

TrD"" TrDw

A large efficiency requires at large lead;
therefore the worm should be
multithreaded, Consequently, when
worm gearing is designed primarily for
transmitting power, it should be multi-
threaded, as is common practice.

'10 obtain a given ratio, some number
of worm wheel teeth divided by some
number of worm threads must equal the
ratio. Thus, if the ratio is 6:

6 12 18 24 30 36 42
I1Ia =:- =: - = -=- = -== -;;;;; -=

1234567

Any of these combinations may be used.
The numerators represent the number of
worm wheel teeth, and the denominators
are the number of worm threads. As the
total. number of teeth increases, so does
efficiency,. but only at higher initial cost.

The expression for A also indicates that
a small worm. diameter D"" is most
desirable because it Jowers rubbing
velocity. As can be seen in Fig. 13, the

worm diameter is small relative to the
thread height.

Example .2
A right-angle speed reducer has a

triple-threaded worm and a 41-tooth
gear. find the speed ratio, lead, lead
angle, helix angle, pitch diameter of gear,
center distance, efficiency, power output,
and transmitted force for the following
data.
Pc = 32 mm P1 = 900 rpm

Dw = 44mm

f = 0.05 p = 0.75 kW (input)

96mm
= arctan (A.'" ) =: 34.78 dqJrr .... mrm

For proper mesh, the lead angle of the
worm must equal the helix angle of the
gear. Thus ,pG = Aw = 34.78· deg

As can be seen in Fig. 12

IP.. = 90 deg - A", = 55.22 dee
From Eq, 6:

"" (32 mm)41= 417.62 mm
1T'

From Eq. 9:

C ;;;;;!- (me; + col A,..)
2rr

96mm - - .= --= (13.67 +- cot 3AI.78 deg)
21T'

= 13(J.86 mm

From Eq. 10:

tan AN'e=--""";;-
tan (A", + l!)

60' Gear Technolo,l'Y

Will the unit back-drive?

Solution

No 41
ma = - ;;;- = 13.67Np 3 .

From Eq. 4:

L = N...pg =: 3(32 mm) =: 96 tom

From Eq.8:

L
A .. "" arctan-

1TfJ'.,

CU~CLE A~115ON REA!DER REPLY CAIRD



Fig. 15- Typical medium-size worm gear speed reducer. (Courtesy of Morse Industrial Corp., subsidiary of Emerson Electric Co.l
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Ibl UranU' ring mou".td on h ....'b by mL"lmof ,I prttliir

Shah (input)

IIIWer plug

H""bltuill
,orUD won)

-.-.- ~
1,.1) Fllngtd r.ng mounf,1d on tht: 'hub b.- mMi'\l, 0' IhlIi' b01tl

Roller bearing
radial tnrust

Shaft (output)

Fig. l4-Steering mechanism. ate that only a. gear sector is needed. (Courtesy
The Timken Company.I

Fig. Hi-Design of a large worm gear.

'Worm gear (bronze)

Rolling element bearing

'-----Oil seal

(continued on page 63)
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(continued from page 60)

_~tan__.·_,_34_._78_· _dc-,,&:.....__ = 0.'90
tan(34.78 deg + 2.86 deg)

Output: P = 0.90(0.75 kW) = 0.675 kW

The unit wiJ] back-drive because the
lead angle of the worm tAw =34.78
deg.) is much greater than the friction
angle e where

e =ardan f

= arctan 0.05 = 2.86 deg. «
34.78 deg,
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From the power equation:
... 9550 PW,'=- -

(0.5 D..)11

:; 9550(0.675 kW) "" 326 N
0.5(0.044m)(900 rpm)

Applications
As indicated in Fig. 12, worm gear ef-

ficiency varies widely from O.S to 0.98.
It also varies inversely with speed ratio
or mechanical advantage. Thus, single-
threaded worm gear drives yield large
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reduction ratios, but at the expense of ef-
ficiency. In contrast, 8. multithread speed
reducer will have high ,efficiency, but a.
somewhat lower reduction ratio, This
fact leads to three ma.jor areas of ,applica-
tion for wonn gearing.

1. .Intermittent, infrequent operations
wherea small, low-cost motor moves
a heavy load, as in small hoists. Effi-
ciency, of minor importance, is thus

(continued on page 64)
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IMPROVED GEAR LIFE .
(continued from page 18)
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PRACTICAL ANALYSIS OF HIGHLY LOADED ...
(continued from page 26)

Conclusion
Based on the DIN/ISO formulae for scoring capacity, a

simplified method adopting a modified scoring index has been
developed. As can be seen from typical applications, this
method works with sufficient accuracy.

The calculation of scoring capacity will become more and
more important in parallel with an increasing demand in
transmitted power per gear volume. The practical experience
with highly-loaded gears with regard to scoring will give more
safety in the application of this calculation method and will
possibly permit a reduction of the safety margins used today.
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(continued from page 62)

sacrificed to obtain a large mechanical advantage. Typical
applications are standby pumps, large valves, and gates.

2. Intermittent, manual operations requiring a large
medtarucal advantage, such as in steering mechanisms and
opening and closing of valves and gates by means of hand-
wheels (Fig. 14).

J. Motorized, nearly continuous operations where worm gear-
ing competes with gear reduction units. \!Vhen space is at
a premium, as in machine tools, packaged, motor-driven
worm reduction units are used in preference to. gear reducers
(Fig..13). Depending on size and application, theunit may
be self-contained or built integrally with an electric motor.
Because of silent operation, such units are preferred in
machine tools and also in elevators, These units all require
multithreaded worms and ratios not exceeding 1:18. Larger
ratios are achieved by connecting two units in series.

Design Detail of Worm Gearing
The unit shown in Fig. 15 is a typical, medium-size worm

gear speed reducer. Smaller units of this type usually have
housings of cast aluminum alloys for maximum thennal rating,
For larger units the preferred material is cast iron. The worm
is case-hardened and ground alloy steel of integral shaft. design.
The gear is cast bronze with generated teeth and keyed to the
output shaft. Larger worm gears are often composed of a ring
of bronze mounted on a center Of hub of less expensive
material. A common design utilizes a flanged rim mounted
on the hub by means of shear belts (Fig. 16a). Equally com-
mon is mounting by means of a press fit (Fig. 16b) assisted
by a pin connection. The output shaft is high-quality, medium-
carbon steel, ground to dose tolerances. The worms and out-
put shafts are frequently mounted en roller bearings. All. shaft
extensions are equipped with lip style, synthetic oil seals.

Lubrication
Generally, oil is contained within the housing and directed

by splash to. the bearings and to. the zone of tooth and thread
contact. Natural splash may be augmented by flingers, scrap-
ers, and cups attached to the gear. Channels or ribs may be
furnished inside the ho.USing to. help direct OiJIto. the bearings.

Summary
Despite higher initial cost, gears for nonparallel shafts are

justified because they often save space and lead to. a better
design. Kinematically, these gears all perform the very difficult
task of changing the plane of rotation. With the exception of
crossed helical gears, all have reached a high degree of perfec-
tion and a long, useful life of transmitting power. Hypoid gears
for automotive differentials, for instance, rarely fail during the
life of a car. The versatility of worm gearing is due to the in-
verse relationship of efficiency to torque and reduction ratio.
Table 1 summarizes comparative characteristics of speed
reducer gear families.
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'"Combining wha1 would be • tedious, three
machine, six operation finish grind Into a straight-
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With G-A:GET
" , the complete line of

gear testing and measurement equip-
ment and programs
Some of the nicest looking gears start
whining and grumbling as soon as
they're pUI to work. And [hat's one kind
of trouble you want to stop before it
starts. You can - easily and efficiently
- with G-AGE test and measurement
products from Gleason.

G-AGE is the most. complete gear-in-
spection line of its kind in the world. If
you make or use bevel. hypoid, or helical
gears, there's a G-AGE product for you.
One that will tell you exactly what you
need to know for effective QA/QC
at incoming inspection or at any stage
in gear manufacturing.

How to tell a
troublemaker

from the strong
silent type

The
Iine inel ud.es:
• Rolling contact

checkers for your expert inspectors.
• A full range of elemental testers to

check tooth position and geometry or
shape..1 Programs for coordinate measuring to
determine tooth form errors based on
design data and to provide corrective
machine settings.

• Sophisticated single-flank testing sys-
tems that let you investigate transmis-
sion error and most related parameters
of a gear or gear pair,

• The ultimate gear QC system - the
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Advanced conce,pts, baditionall
quality. lbat's the new Gleason.
Visit IGleason IBooth #6333 at
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579 Automatic Data Analysis System.
Interfaced with any G-AGE single-
flank tester, il automatically interprets
test data [0 give you more answers,
in more usable form, than any other
system.
G-AGE is your key to higher quality

gears. less scrap, lower costs. and a
greater degree of control than ever before
possible.

Nobody knows more about gears and
gear testing than Gleason. Let us help
you select the G-AGE equipment or
program you need to eliminate potential
troublemakers before they can start a
rumble. Call716-473-10(~) or write
Gleason Works, lOClOUniversity
Avenue, Rochester. NY 14692. U.S.A


